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INTRODUCTION 

Let F be a field of characteristic zero, A a symmetrizable generalized 
Cartan maxtrix, g = g(A) the corresponding Kac-Moody algebra over F, 
g’ = [g, g], and G the Kac-Moody group associated to g’ defined over F. 
In this paper, we develop various aspects of the theory of Kac-Moody Lie 
algebras and groups related to their automorphisms as suggested by the 
rich literature on algebraic semisimple groups. 

In a series of papers [12-161, Kac and Peterson have laid down the 
foundation for Kac-Moody groups (see Tits [31,32] and references there 
for the earlier work). Overall in this paper we follow their approach to 
extend results for algebraic semisimple groups to Kac-Moody groups. In 
Section 1, we recall some of the basic definitions and results about Kac- 
Moody algebras and groups, and set the notations. We give an exposition 
of some of the results of [ 14, 15) and add a few relined results needed for 
our discussion. 

In [7], Bruhat and Tits initiated the study of bounded subgroups for 
affine Tits systems. Kac and Peterson [16] extended the discussion to 
Kac-Moody groups. They introduced a transcendental “distance function” 
to measure the “size” of roots and thus established an even stronger 
characterization of bounded subgroups. In Section 2, we present an algebraic 
approach which yields also a Lie algebra analogy. Our main result is 
Proposition 2.8. The remaining section deals with finite dimensional 
algebraic subgroups of a Kac-Moody group. We rediscover the sound 
correspondence between Lie algebras and groups. 

Abstract automorphisms of algebraic semisimple groups have been 
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studied by 0. Schreier and van der Waerden for PSL, (F), by J. Dieudonne, 
L. K. Hua, C. E. Rickart, and 0. T. O’Meara for classical groups, and by 
Bore1 and Tits [4] in the general case. In Section 3, we discuss abstract 
automorphisms of a Kac-Moody group G. Let Aut,(g’) denote the group 
of F-automorphisms of g’ and Auf(F) the group of automorphisms of F. 
We know that Aut,(g’) = Out(A) K &(AK G). Hence Aut,(g’) acts on G 
in the obvious manner. We write Aut(G; 9’) for the image of Aut,(g’) in 
the group A&(G) of abstract automorphisms of G. As G is defined over Q, 
AM(F) acts on G= G(F). It was conjectured in [16] that Aut(G)= 
A&(F) K Aut(G; 9’). Let G, be the subset of G of Ad,-finite elements. We 
show in Theorem 3.18 that if A is indecomposable and (r E Auf(G) with 
a(G,) c G,, then u lies in A&(F) K Aut(G; 9’). 

Let F be algebraically closed, 8 taut,, and ge (resp. Ge) the fixed 
point subalgebra of g (resp. subgroup of G). In Section 4, as in the finite 
type case, we study Ge and some conjugacy theorems (with respect to GO). 
Following Gantmacher [S], we consider canonical decomposition of semi- 
simple automorphisms of g of the first kind. In Theorem 4.32, we present 
a classification of such automorphisms in terms of orbits of the fixed point 
subgroup of the Weyl group in a torus. In the finite type case, this leads 
to a classification in terms of weighted afline Dynkin diagrams [S] 
generalizing the results of Kac on finite order automorphisms [lo, 8.61. 
For semisimple automorphisms of the second kind, we also obtain a handy 
decomposition through special semisimple automorphisms of the second 
kind. The main result is given in Proposition 4.39. 

Involutions for reductive algebraic groups have been extensively studied 
[19, 22, 23, 25, 271. In Section 5, we try to carry some of this to 
Kac-Moody groups. In Theorem 5.31, we extend the open orbit result of 
Vust [27] for reductive algebraic groups to Kac-Moody groups. As an 
application, we obtain the conjugacy theorem for split pairs (5.32). This 
enables us to classify involutions of the second kind in terms of admissible 
diagrams. A detailed discussion will be given in a separate paper. Involu- 
tions of alline Kac-Moody algebras have been studied by Levstein [18] 
and Bauch [ 11. 

1. PRELIMINARIES 

We recall some basic definitions and facts about Kac-Moody algebras 
and groups, and set the notations. This section is on the most part a review 
of results of [13-151. Our main references are [lo, 14, 151. 

F is a field of characteristic zero with algebraic closure i? 

1.1. An n x n matrix A = (au) is called a symmetrizable generalized 
Curtan matrix if it satisfies the following conditions: 
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(i) clii= 2 for all i. 

(ii) aU are nonpositive integers for i#j. 

(iii) There exists an invertible diagonal matrix D = diag(d,, . . . . d,) 
such that DA is symmetric. 

The entries dl, . . . . d, can be chosen to be positive rational. 

1.2. Kac-Moody algebras. Choose a triple (h, Z7, 17” ) where h is a vec- 
tor space over F of dimension n + corank(d), and Z7= {al, . . . . a,} c lj*, 
l7” = {h,, . ..) h,} c Ij are linearly independent sets satisfying: 

Lzj(hi) = aii for all i, j. 

The Kuc-Moody algebra g = g(A) is the Lie algebra over F generated by h 
and the symbols ei, fi (i = 1, . . . . n) with the following relations: 

Cb, bl = 0; Cc,.fjl = 6,k 

[h, ei] = q(h) e,; Ckhl = -%(h).L (A E b); (1) 
(ude,)‘-“q(ej) = (udfi)‘-“@(fj) =0 (i#j). 

The derived algebra g’ of g is generated by the linearly independent 
Chevulley generators ei, fi( i = 1, . . . . n). The space lj is canonically embedded 
in g. The center c of g lies in lj’ where 

lj’=t)ng’= i Fh,. 
i=l 

(2) 

If A is indecomposable, then every ideal of g either contains g’ or is 
contained in c. 

The Chevulley involution w of g is the involution of g determined by 

o(h)= -h(hEt)), 4ei) = -fi, o(fi) = -ei (i= 1, . . . . n). (3) 

Let n, (resp. n- ) denote the subalgebra of g generated by the ei 
(resp. fi) (i = 1, . . . . n). We have the triangular decomposition 

g=n-@b@n+. (4) 

Set 6, =h@n+ and b- =lj@n-. Clearly o(n+)=n- and w(b+)=b-. 
With respect to h, we have the root space decomposition 

(5) 
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where go = {x E g 1 [h, x] = a(h) x (h E h)>. A nonzero element a E h* with 
g, # 0 is called a root of lj in g. Let A = A#, g) denote the set of roots of 
fj in g. Set 

Q= i Za,; Q+= i z+ai, (6) 
i=l i=l 

where Z, = (0, 1, . ..}. Define a partial ordering > on lj* by setting Iap if 
I-pee+. Set 

A,=AnQ+. (7) 

Then we have that n,=@,,,+g,,. For a=C~=lkiaiEA, we call 
ht(a) = x7= 1 ki the height of a (with respect to n). 

Define the fundamental reflections ri E AutF(t)) by 

r,(h)=h-a,(h)h, (h E Ij, i = 1, . . . . n). (81 

They generate the Weyl group W which is a Coxeter group on {r,, . . . . r,> 
with length functions w ++ I( w)(w E W). 

The root system A is stable under W. Set 

A”= W(n), A’*=A-Are 

A root a E A” (resp. Aim) is called real (resp. imaginary). If a is a real root, 
then dim go1 = 1 and A n Za = { +a}; on the other hand if a is imaginary, 
then Za t A u (0). Given a real root a, there exist w E W and index i such 
that a = w(a,). Then 

rcr = wriw-’ and a” = w(hi) (9) 

depend only on a. 
We choose a nondegenerate ad( g )-invariant symmetric F-bilinear form 

(. ( .) on g such that (hi ( hi) is positive rational for all i. The form is 
nondegenerate and W-invariant on lj and hence induces an isomorphism 
v:Ij-+h* and a form (.I.) on h*. 

1.3. Kac-Moody groups. We recall the construction of the group G 
associated to the Lie algebra g’. 

A g’-module V, or (I’, n) where ?I: g’ -+ End,( I’), is called integrable if 
n(x) is locally nilpotent for all XE g. and a E A”. Note that (g, ad) is 
integrable. 

Let G* be the frse product of the additive groups ga (a E A”) with 
canonical inclusions i, : ga -+ G*. For any integrable g’-module (V, n), 
define a homomorphism n* : G* + A&,(V) by x*(&(x)) = exp A(X) 
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(x E gb, a E A”). Let N* denote the intersection of all ker(n*), G = G*/N*, 
and q: G* + G the canonical homomorphism. The group G is the 
Kac-Moody group associated to g’. 

For aEd’= and xcg,, set exp x = q(i,(x)) and U, = exp g@. Then U, is 
an additive one parameter subgroup of G. The subgroups U,, UP, (a E Z7) 
generate G, and G is its own derived group. Denote by U, (resp. U- ) the 
subgroup of G generated by the U, (resp. U-,) for a E AT. 

Let aE A”, eeg,, and f~ g --LI with [e,f] = a ” . There is a unique 
homomorphism cp : X(2, F) + G satisfying 

1 t 
4o (( 1 0 

01 >> = exp te, cp 
tc >> t 1 

= exp tf(t E F). (1) 

For each i, let ‘pi denote the homomorphism of SL(2, F) into G determined 
by ai,ei, andfi. Let Gi=qi(sL(2,F)), H,=cp,((diag(t, t-‘)(t~F’( >), and 
Ni be the normalizer of Hi in Gi. The ‘pi are injective, and so Gi z X(2, F) 
and H,zF”. Let H (resp. N) be the subgroup of G generated by the 
groups Hi (resp. Ni) (i= 1, . . . . n). Then H is an abelian normal subgroup of 
N and H is the direct product of the groups Hi. We have an isomorphism 
$ : W+ N/H such that $(ri) is the coset N,H- H. We shall identify W 
with N/H using $. For w E W, choose n E N with image w in N/H. We write 

w(h) = Ad(n)(h) (hEb), 

wU, w-I = Znt(n) U, , 
(2) 

where Znt(x) y = xyx-’ (x, y E G). Set B, = HU, and B- = HU- . 
For any integrable g’-module (V, rr), we associate the homomorphism 

(also denoted by) rr : G -+ Aut,( V) determined by 

rt(exp x) = exp z(x) (xEg,,aEA”). (3) 

Ad is the homomorphism associated to (g, ad). Then the kernel of Ad 
coincides with the center C of G, and Ad(G) acts faithfully on g’/c. For any 
integrable g’-module (V, R), we have that 

Wdk) x)=x(g) 4x1 dd-’ (geG,xEg’). (4) 

1.4. Highest weight modules L(A). Let P = (A E I)* ) A(hi) E Z(i = 1, . . . . n)} 
and P, (resp. P++)={AEPIA(~~)>O (resp. > O)(i=l,...,n)). For 
AEP+, there exists an irreducible g-module (L(A), a,), unique up to 
isomorphism, with a nonzero element u+ satisfying: 

7r,(n+) o+ =O; n,,,(h)u+ =A(h)v+(hEb). (1) 
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L(A) is an absolutely irreducible g’-module and End,.(L(A)) = FZ,(,,. The 
module L(A) is called an integrable module with highest weight A. 

We have the weight space decomposition L(A) = eleh* L(A), where 
L(/i),=(u~L(A)(?~,,(h)u=A(h)u(h~Q)).Then 

L(A)A =Fu+. (2) 

Elements 1 E h* with L(A), # 0 are called weights of L(A). Let P(A) denote 
the set of weights of L(A). We have that P(A) c A - Q +. 

Consider L(A) as a g-module under rr? = rc,, ow. We denote L*(A) for 
this module and u- for u +. There is a unique g-invariant F-bilinear form 
( , ) on L(A) x L*(A) such that (v+, up ) = 1; it is nondegenerate. 

1.5. LEMMA. Let p be a subalgebra of g containing b + . Then there exists 
a subset XC 17 such that 

P= 0 ga+b+, 
meA.* 

where A,=AnnX. 

Proof: Consider the root space decomposition 

P= 0 PLI 
tXsl)* 

of p with respect to h. Let X= {a E ZZ p --oL # O}. Claim: p n n _ is generated 
by the g-o (a E X). Suppose the assertion to be false. Choose y E A+ with 
minimal ht(y) such that pev is not contained in the subalgebra generated 
by the gPa (aEX). By [lo, Lemma 1.51, there exist x-,E~, and ei with 
[ei, xey] #O. Clearly [ei, xPY] E P-~+~, and by minimality of ht(y), we 
have that 

-y+aiEZX. (1) 

There exists xyPor,~gyPori such that ([e,,x-,]Ix,-,)#O. It follows that 
(eil [x-,, x,-,,I) #O and so 

a,eX. (2) 

From (1) and (2), - y E - Z + X. Certainly this is a contradiction. Now the 
assertion of the lemma is obvious. 

1.6. LEMMA. (i) IfA E P, + and l#g~U-, then n,(g)u+#Fu+. 
(ii) KnB+={l). 

(iii) Zf L is a normal subgroup of G contained in U, (resp. U- ), then 
L= {l}; in particular Ad is faithful on U, (resp. U-). 
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ProojI We establish the lemma in several steps. 
(1) Let U(n _ ) be the enveloping algebra of n _ . Clearly h acts on 

U(n- ) through the adjoint representation. We have the weight space 
decomposition U(n- ) = en. -o+ U(n- )A. For any g E U- , there exist 
xiegsi, fii~ -A: (i= 1, . . . . 1) such that g=expx, . ..exp x,. Consider the 
formal expansion exp x1 . ..expx!=C (x:/il!)...C (xy/i,!)=CA,+o+ya 
where y, = 1 and 

Y,= c 
xil ...xf 
Le U(n),. 

ilj9,+ ... +i,fi,=l 
il! . ..i.! 

(2) Let ( V, K) be any integrable g’-module and v E V. Then y,u = 0 
for all except finitely many 1 and gv = CIE -o+ y,u. If g # 1, there exists 
0~1~ -Q+ such that y,#O. 

(3) For AcP++, the line Fv+ is not invariant under Fei + Ffi + Fh, 
for each i. Hence by 1.5, the stabilizer of Fv+ in g is b,. This yields that 
the map x H rrn (x) v + (x E n _ ) is injective. 

(4) Choose a basis (zr, . . . . zj, . . . } of n- . For any finite sequence 
J= (j i, . . . . j,) of positive integers j, < . . . <j,, write zJ = zj, .a. zjm. The 
elements zJ form a basis of U(n- ). Now let 1 #ge K. By (2), y, # 0 for 
certain 0 # AE -Q+, Write y1 =x aJz, with USE F. Choose J with 
maximal length m such that a,# 0. Consider the tensor product 
V=L(A)@ ... @L(A) (m copies) and the corresponding tensor product 
representation rr of g on V. By (3), the vectors ziv+ are linearly indepen- 
dent. Choose a basis g of L(A) containing v+ and the elements ziv+. 
The elements v1 @ em+ 8 v), with UiE W (i= 1, . . . . m) form a basis of I’. 
One checks readily that the coefficient of zj, u + @ . . . 8 zj,,, v + in 
4YAV’ 6 . . . @ v + ) is nonzero; in particular 

o#~(y,)(u+ 0 ... @v+)E VmA+l. 

This implies that z( g)(v+ @ . .. 0 v+ ) has a nontrivial component in 
V mn + 1. Now assertion (i) is obvious. Note that the line Fv + is invariant 
under U- n B,, Hence assertion (ii) is immediate from (i). 

(5) For x E L, n,(x) fixes all the vectors z,(g) v+ (g E G). Hence 
x,(x) = 1 and so n:(x) = 1. Then by (i), x = 1. 

1.7. Bruhat and Birkhoff decompositions. Let u, BE A” with (0: I B) 30. 
Then we have (see [lo, 2nd edition, Ex. 5.191): 

(i) (Z+a+Z+fl)nA=(a,/3,a+/?)nA”. (1) 

(ii) (u,, ufi)c Ua+b if tl + B E A” and = { 1 } otherwise. 
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As a consequence, one obtains 

B+wB+ricB&wriB+uB*wB+, 

hence the following theorem [ 151: 

(2) 

THEOREM. We have the following decompositions: 

(i) G=Uwew B + wB + (Bruhat decomposition). 

(ii) G=Uwew B _ wB + (Birkhoff decomposition). 

1.8. Standard parabolic subgroups. For XcZ7, let W, denote the 
subgroup of W generated by the ri with ai E X. Set 

P,=B, W,B,. 

By 1.7(2), P, is a subgroup of G containing B, . The groups P, and w(Px) 
are called the standard parabolic subgroups of G. 

Suppose that P is a subgroup of G containing B,. Since 
G=B+ WB+,P=B+(WnP)B+. For WE WnP, write w=ri;..ril with 
I= I(w). Then wai, < 0 and so -ai,~ w-l (dy ). Hence P contains U,, and 
U-,,. As a consequence, ri, lies in Pn W. By an easy induction 

ri,, -ay ri,EPn W. We have that P=P, where X= {cciEZ71riEP}. 
Let Xc Z7, Ux denote the smallest normal subgroup of U, containing 

u, (BEA’:: - ZX), U, be the subgroup of U, generated by the 
U, (y E A: n 7X), G, the subgroup of G generated by the U,, U-, (a E X) 
and M,= HG,. 

LEMMA. We have: 

(i) P, = M, K ux. 
(ii) M,n U, = Ux. 

1.9. Large subgroup. A subgroup U> (resp. UL ) of U, (resp. U-) is 
called large if there exist g,, . . . . g, in G such that f-)7= 1 gi U, g;’ c U; . 

1.10. Let acgl(r, F) be a Lie subalgebra consisting of nilpotent 
elements. Let a, = a, ai = [a, ai- r ] be the lower central series and 
a= QJycl Vj a decomposition of a in a direct sum of vector spaces over F. 
Assume that ai = @,$ 1 (ai n Vi) (i = 0, 1, . ..). Then we have: 

(i) A = exp(a) is a unipotent subgroup of GL(r, F). 

(ii) For any fixed order, the product map niexp( Vi) + A is 
bijective. 

This follows by an easy induction on the length of the lower central series 
of a. 
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Let R= Hom(Q, F” ) and let Ad : 8+ Aut,(g) be the homomorphism 
defined by 

Ad(y) x =~(a) x (Y4 SE!3,). 

Ad induces an action of I? on G. Define AK G and extend Ad to fioc G in 
the obvious way. We also extend the action of G on L(A) to BK G by 
requiring W to fix tr +. 

1.11. ~oPosmoN. Let S= {w,, . . . . wl} be a finite subset of 
W, Y = {a E 47 1 w,a < 0 for some wi E S} and U, (S) denote the subgroup 
U, n nf=, w;’ U, wi. Then for any R-invariant large subgroup U; of U, 
and any order of Y, the product map 

is bijective. 

Pro05 There exist g, , . . . . g, E G such that U: contains fly! 1 giU+ g,:‘. 
Choose AEP,, and a finite dimensional BK B+-invariant subspace V of 
L(A) containing v+, wilv+ (i= 1, . . . . I) and gjv+ (j= 1, . . . . m). Consider 
the representation x: HK U, + GL( V) (resp. 71 : b + + gl( V)) defined by 
the restriction map of A,, to K Set 

n+(S)=n+ n f) Ad(w,:‘)n+. 
i=l 

Then we have the decomposition 

n+ = @ gOI@n+(S). 
OLE Y 

Clearly we have the following conditions: 

(i) ker(rrln+)cn+(S). 
(ii) There exist /.?r, . . . . /?,E A+ - Y such that n(n+ (S)) has the weight 

decomposition (with respect to ad(x($))) 

4n+ (S)) = 43 4n+ (S))pi. 
i=l 

The Lie algebra rc(n+ ) is finite dimensional and consists of nilpotent 
elements. Hence it defines a unipotent group exp(rr(n+ )). Observe that 
n(g,) (resp. x(U,))(a~Ay) generate z(n+) (resp. a(U+)). We have 
that n(U+)=exp(s(n+)). The decomposition z(n+)= @...z(g,)O 
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n(n+(S)) is @n(h))- and Ad(rc(fl))-invariant and compatible with any 
term of the lower central series. Hence by 1.10, 

n(U+ )= l-I 4U,).exp(dn+ (S))). 
aE Y 

Since ker(rc 1 U, ) c U, (S), rr( U, (S)) is the subgroup of rc( U, ) consisting 
of the elements fixing u+, w;‘v’ (i= 1, . . . . I). It follows that x(U+ (S)) = 
exMn+ (SN). 

By condition (ii), rr( U, (S)) has a n(R)-invariant principle series 
7r( u, (S)) = u(l) 3 . . . 2 U’“‘= { 1 > such that UCi)/UCicl) is isomorphic 
(with operators z(A)) to some quotient of gs( with a E A + - Y. As groups 
with operators I, n(U,) (a E Y) and rc( U, (S)) have no isomorphic 
subquotients. Hence by [3, Lemma 3.31, the product map 

is bijective. However, by our choice of V, ker(rc) U, ) c U> and so our 
desired assertion follows by pulling back the result to U+ . 

1.12. COROLLARY. Let SC W, Y and U+(S) be as in 1.11. For any 
R-invariant large subgroup V of U, , the following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) V= U, (S). 

(ii) The product map n,, y U, x V+ U, is bijective. 

(iii) V is a maximal R-invariant large subgroup of U, such that 
Vn U,= (1) for all aE Y. 

Proof (i) 3 (ii) is immediate from 1.11 using (I, for U!+. If U; is an 
R-invariant large subgroup of U, such that U!+ n U, = { 1 } for all a E Y, 
by 1.11 we have that U’+ c U+(S) and n,, y Ui’,n U: = {l}. Now the 
assertions (ii) * (iii) * (i) are obvious. 

1.13. COROLLARY. Let WEW and @(w)={aEA’JIwa<O}. Then we 
have the following decompositions: 

(i) For any fixed order of G(w), the product map 

n U,+U,nw-‘Uw 
rrE@(W) 

is bijective. 

(ii) The product map (U+nw-‘U-w)x(U+nw-‘U+w)-+U+ is 
bijective. 
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1.14. LEMMA. Let w E Wand wU, = wU, w-l. Then G = “‘U, NU, and 
for every g E G, its component in N is unique; moreover we have a unique 
decomposition g = vnu such that v E YJ, n nU_ n-‘, u E U, , and n E N. 

Proof: Suppose that n, n’ E N belong to the same double coset. Write 
n’=xny with ~EU, and XE~U* nnU_ n-l. Then n-‘n’=x,y with 
x,=n-‘xnEU_. Choose AEP,,. We have that R, (n-‘n’) v+ E L(A),, 
where r is the image of n - ‘n’ in W. On the other hand 
“n(xlY)v+ Ev+ + 01<Aw)n* Hence we must have zA = n and 
n,(x,) v+ = v+. By1.6(i),x,=landsox=l.Theny~HnU+=(l}and 
n = n’. The second assertion is immediate from l.l3(ii). 

1.15. LEMMA. n,,,, w wU+ w-l = {l}. 

Proof: For xEn,EWwU+w-l, write x=unv with nEN,vEU-, and 
u E U- n nU+ n-‘. Consider the element on = (n-‘u-‘n)(n-‘xn) E U, . By 
1.14,n=l,v~U+nU~={1},andsox=u~U+nU~={1). 

1.16. LEMMA. We have: 

(i) N= NG(H) (resp. N= NG(q)). 

(ii) H= Z,(H) (resp. H= Z,(b). 

Proof: For g E NG (H), write g = vnu with n E N, u E U, , and 
VE U, nnU_n-‘. Set v’=n-‘on. Then v’ lies in U- nnU+n-’ and 
v’uEN~(H). Since H normalizes U- and U,, v’, ueZG(H). By 1.13(i), 
the centralizer of H in U- n n - ’ U, n is trivial. Hence v’ = 1 and N,(H) = 
N. Nu+ (H). Since o(H) = H, No (H) = N . N,- (H). Then NV+ (H) c 
NN,- (H) and by 1.14, Nu+ (H) = (1 }. Hence (i) follows. Note that W acts 
faithfully on 5’. Assertion (ii) follows from (i). For g E N,(h), write g = vnu 
and v’ = n - ‘vn as above. Choose ,4 E P + + . Since v’u E N,(h), ‘II,, (v’u) v + E 
L(A), for certain 3, E h*. On the other hand v’ E U- and u E U,, so 

7zn(v’u) v+ Ev+ + @ L(A),. 
Vi,4 

Hence I = /i and by 1.16(i), v’ = 1. Then N,(h) = N- N,+ (h) and the same 
argument yields the result N,(h) = N. 

1.17. LEMMA. For AEP,, let X= {a~l7l(AI~1)=0}. 

(i) P,(resp. pX) is the stabilizer of Fv+ in G(resp. g). 

(ii) P,(resp. pX) is its own normalizer in G (resp. g). 

ProoJ: Let P denote the stabilizer of Fv + in G. Since 
AE P,, Pn W= W,. Hence by 1.8, P= P,. Note that Fv+ is the unique 
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line fixed by P,. If g E N,(P,), then rr,, (g) Fu+ is stable under P, and so 
n”(g) Fu+ = Fu+. Hence P, is its own normalizer. Observe that 
n,(fi)u~~Fu+~~,(fj)u~-=Ooaj~X.Henceby1.5,p,isthestabilizer 
of Fu+ in g. The same argument yields that pX is its own normalizer. 

1.18. The flag varieties VA. For each CLE A u {0}, choose dual bases 
{xi’} of g, and (vt’} of g-,. The generalized Casimir operator Q is given 
by [lo, 2.51 

52=2v-‘(p)+~ypxl;“+2 1 &(i)xy), 
I Lx>0 i 

where p is an element of $* such that (p j a,) = (1/2)(~, ( cli) (i = 1, . . . . n). 
On L(A),sZ acts as a scalar c,=(A+2plA). For uieL(A,) and 

u2 E L(A,), we have that 

Thus the following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) u,@u,EL(A,+A,). 

(ii) (A,IA2)u1@u2= 1 Cx$u,@y~)u,. 
ol~du(O) i 

(iii) Q(u~@u~)=~~,+~~ (h Ou2). 

(1) 

For A E P, , let VA denote the set of nonzero elements u E L(A) satisfying 

Let O* be the adjoint of Sz on L*(A)@L*(A) and J: = (Q* - cZA) 
Sym2(L*(A)) where Oka0 Symk( I’) is the symmetric algebra of a vector 
space V. From the equivalent conditions (l), it is easy to see that VA is 
defined by the system of equations 

uEv~oO#uEL(A), f‘(u) = 0 (fe A? 1. (3) 

Since P commutes with g (resp. G), 5: is g (resp. G) invariant. Hence VA 
is a G-invariant cone. 

One of the highlights in [15] is the following theorem on flag varieties. 

THEOREM. VA=G( F”u+). 

1.19. LEMMA. (i) Let m be a subalgebra of n, of finite codimension. 
For AEP,, L(A)“‘= {uEL(A)ln,,(m) u= (0)) isfinite dimensional. 
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(ii) Let q be a subspace of g containing 6, such that q/b + is offinite 
dimension. Then for AEP, and m=q’= {xEgl(x(q)= IO}}, the space 
L(A)” is finite dimensional. 

Proof: (i) This is [15, Lemma 5(a)]. 
(ii) Let U(b+ ) be the enveloping algebra of b, and m’ = 

(ad(U(b+ )) q)‘. Clearly m’c m and it is a subalgebra of n, of finite 
codimension. Then L(A)m, contained in L(A)“‘, is finite dimensional. 

1.20. Let p be a Lie algebra and (V, n) a p-module, both over F. We 
recall the following definitions: 

(i) p is x-finite (on V) if every u E V is contained in a finite dimen- 
sional p-submodule of K 

(ii) p is Iz-trianguar if for every UE V there exist p-submodules 
v, c VI . . * c V, of V such that u E VI and dim( Vi) = i(i = 0, 1, . . . . I). 

(iii) p is x-diagonalizable (resp. a-semisimple) if V is a sum of one- 
dimensional (resp. finite dimensional irreducible) p-submodules. 

We call an element x E p n-finite (resp. n-triangular, etc.) if Fx is such. 

1.21. Let p be a subalgebra of g. The following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) p is ad,&iangular. 
(ii) p is IC,,- and nz-triangular for all n E P, . 

(iii) There exist g E G and w E W such that 

Ad(g)pcb+nw(b-). 

As a consequence, we have the following results. 

1.22. Let p be a subalgebra of g. Then p is ad,,,,-diagonalizable (resp. 
-triangular) if and only if there exist g E G and w E W such that 

Ad(g) P = b (resp.c b, n w(b-)). 

1.23. Let p be a subalgebra of g’. Then p is ad,,,,-finite (resp. -triangular, 
-diagonalizable, or -semisimple) if and only of p is n-finite (resp. 
-triangular, -diagonalizable, or -semisimple) for all integrable g’-modules 
(v, n). 

1.24. Jordan decomposition. Let XE g be ad,-finite. Then there exist 
unique x,, x, E g satisfying: 
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(i) x=x,+x, and [x,,x,]=O. 
(ii) x, (resp. x,) is n,-and rr:-semisimple (resp. -locally nilpotent) for 

all REP,. 

Furthermore, x, (resp. x,) is ad,-semisimple (resp. -locally nilpotent) and 
g” = 9”” r\ 9X”* 

An element x E g is &,-triangular if and only if there exist g E G and 
w~WsuchthatAd(g)x,~handAd(g)x,~n+nw(n-). 

1.25. Cartan subalgebras. Let p be a Lie algebra. A maximal ad,- 
diagonalizable subalgebra of p is called a split Cartan subalgebra of p. 

THEOREM [15]. Every split Cartan subalgebra of g (resp. g’ or g’/c) is 
Ad(G)-conjugate to t, (resp. Q’ or b//c). 

1.26. Bore1 subalgebras. A subalgebra a of a Lie algebra p is called a 
completely solvable subalgebra of p if there exists a full ad(a)-invariant flag 
of the space p: . . . . ai 2 ai+ r 2 ... (in Z), such that 

6) a,=a, (ii) u ai=p, (iii) n ai=O, 
I I 

and 
(iv) dim(a,/ai+ r) < 1. 

A maximal completely solvable subalgebra of a Lie algebra p is called a 

Bore1 subalgebra of p. 

THEOREM [ 15, Theorem 31. Every completely solvable subalgebra of the 
Kac-Moody algebra g is contained in a Bore1 subalgebra of g. If A is 
indecomposable, every Bore1 subalgebra of g is Ad(G)-conjugate to b, or 
b _ . Every Cartan subalgebra of b + is Ad( U, )-conjugate to 5. 

1.27. Root bases. A linearly independent set 17’ = {fir, . . . . 8,) of roots is 
called a root basis if for every a E A, a or -a lies in XI= r Z + pi. 

PROPOSITION [ 10, 5.91. Zf A is indecomposable, then any root basis IT of 
A is W-conjugate to Il or -17. 

1.28. LEMMA. Let A’ denote the set of roots of b’ in g and 
let res: A + A’v (0) be the restriction map from $ to $‘. Suppose that 
;lEres(Are), O#xEg,, and 0 #ye gei such that [x, y] E $. Then there 
exists aEAre with xEg, and yeg-,. 

Proof. Let aEAre and /I E A such that res(p) = 1 res(a), 0 # 1 E H. 
Consider the root string /I - qa, . . . . B+pa. Then q-p=(bIa”)=21. It 
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follows that gsprcl # 0. Suppose that A is nonaffme. Then 0 $ res(d) and so 
/I = Iu. Since a E A”, I= + 1, and we obtain: 

(i) Z res(a) n A’= { +res(cr)}. 

(ii) res -‘(res(a)) = {IX}. 
(1) 

By (ii) of (l), the assertion of the lemma in the nonafllne case is obvious. 
Now assume that A is alline. Consider supp(x) = (a~ A or a =01x has 

a nonzero component in g,> (resp. supp(Y)). There exists 6 E A’: such that 
res-‘(0) = Z6 - (0). H ence supp(x) (resp. supp(Y)) has minimal and 
maximal elements. Let a = min supp(x) and /I = min supp(Y). Note that 
(alp”)= -2 and so [g.,gs]#O. Then cx+B=minsupp[x,Y]. Since 
cx, Yl E bv we must have that LX = -8. Similarly we have that 
max supp(x) = -max supp( y). It follows readily that supp(x) = {a} and 
SUPP(Y) = { -a>. 

1.29. LEMMA. Let o be an automorphism of g’/c over F such that 
a(l~‘/c) = lj’/c. Then there exists a basis {PI, . . . . B,} of A with 

fJ(g+aJ = s*si (i = 1, . . . . n). 

Proof: Clearly Q induces an automorphism of A’. Let a E A”. 

Case 1. g is nonafllne. By 1.28(l), Z res(a) n A’= { fres(a)} and as a 
consequence Zo res(a) n A’ = { fo res(a)}. It follows that cr res a E res(Are). 
By (ii) of 1.28(l), there exists BE A” such that (8) =res-‘(o res a). Then 
4g,)=gS and h-d=g+ 

Case 2. g is affine. Clearly 0 res a # 0 and so cr res u E res(A”). By 1.28, 
there exists BEA” with a(g,,)=gkB. 

Now let fii~A such that ug+ai=g*Bi(i= 1, . . . . n). Clearly (/I,, . . . . fi,) is 
a basis of A. 

1.30. COROLLARY. NG (6’) = N. 

Proof Let g E N, (lj’). By 1.29, there exists a basis {/Ii, . . . . /I,,} of A such 
that Ad(g)gk.j=g,,(z=l ,..., n). Replacing g by an element of Ng, 
we may assume by 1.27 that /Ii~ A + (i = 1, . . . . n). In this case gE NG(n+ ) n 
N,(n-)=B+nB-=H. 

1.31. Let a be an ad,.,, -diagonalizable subalgebra of g containing h’. 
Then a c h. 

Proof. There exists g E G such that Ad(g) a c Jj. Then Ad(g) I$ c 
h n g’ = h’ and so g lies in N. Now the assertion is obvious. 

607/92/2-z 
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1.32. Let AU(A) be the group of all permutations c of { 1, . . . . n} such 
that aii=a,i,,j. We view AU(A) as a subgroup of Aut,(g’) by requiring 
a(e,) = egj and o(h) =fUj(i= 1, . . . . n). After reordering the indices, A 
decomposes into a direct sum 

A = diag(d,, . . . . A,) 

with indecomposable components Ai(i = 1, . . . . I). We may assume that 

SCA)= 0 StAi). 
i=l 

Let Z= {iI Ai is not of finite type}. For any subset .Zc Z, let oJ denote 
the automorphism of g such that 0~1 g(A,)= 1 (i$.Z) and mJIg(Ai) is the 
Chevalley involution (in J). Let 52 denote the set consisting of all the 
elements w,(Jc I). Set 

Out(A) = Q x Aut(A). 

The following structure theorem is immediate from 1.25, 1.27, and 1.29: 

THEOREM. ht,(g’/c) = Out(A) K /id(fiK G). 

2. BOUNDED SUBGROUPS AND SUBALGEBRAS 

In this section F is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. 

2.1. Two subspaces V, and V, of a vector space V over F are commen- 
surable if V, n V, is of finite codimension in V, + V,. 

LEMMA. Let 6, and b2 be commensurable Bore1 subalgebras of g. Then 
6, n b2 has the same codimension in b, and b,. 

ProojI We may assume that b, = b, and b, = Ad(g) b + with g E G. 
Write g=unu such that neN and u, VEU,. Then b+nAd(g)b+= 
Ad(u)(b+ nw(b+)) where w is the image of n in W. Clearly b,/(b,n b2), 
isomorphic to b+/(b+ n w(b+ )), has dimension Z(w-‘). Similarly 
b2/(bl n 6,) has dimension Z(w). Now the assertion follows. 

2.2. A subalgebra a of g is called large if there exists a Bore1 subalgebra 
b of g containing a such that dim,(b/a) < co. 

By 2.1, a large subalgebra a of g has the same codimension in any Bore1 
subalgebra of g containing a. 
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2.3. LEMMA. Let a, c a2 be large subalgebras of n + . If al # a,, then the 
normalizer no* (al) of a, in a, contains a, properly. 

Proof The algebra a, contains gL1 for almost all a E A + . Choose a 
positive integer 1 such that gt, c a, for ht(a) > 1 and set nt = @ ht(ol),l goL. 
Then m is an ideal of n, and n + /m is a finite dimensional nilpotent 
Lie algebra. Since a,/m#a,/m, a,/mS;n.,,,(a,/m) and so our desired 
assertion follows. 

2.4. LEMMA. Let a be a large subalgebra of n + and a, a subalgebra of 
n,(a) containing a. If aIla is solvable, then there exists a Bore1 subalgebra 
b of g containing a,. 

Proof: Choose A E P, + and consder the space V= L(A)“. Then V is 
finite dimensional and n,(a)-stable; in particular al-stable. By 1.18(3), 
there exists an al-stable ideal of F[ V] which defines the image of Vn VA 
in the projective space of the lines in K Since n,, (a1 )I V is solvable, a, fixes 
a line Fv with v E Vn VA. Let b he the stabilizer of g at Fv. Then b is a 
Bore1 subalgebra of g containing a,. 

2.5. LEMMA. Let b, and b2 be Bore1 subalgebras of g, n, = [b,, b,], and 
n,=[b,,b,]. Then tt,nn2=b,nn2=n,nb,. 

Proof. We may assume that b, = b + and b2 = Ad(g)(b* ) with g E G. 
Writeg=x,nx2withnEN,xlEU+,andx2EU*.Thenb+nAd(g)(n*)= 
Ad(x,)(b+ nAd(n)n,)cA(x,)n+ =n+ and so b,nn,cn,nn,. The 
opposite inclusion is obvious and the desired equality follows. 

2.6. LEMMA. Let m be a subalgebra of g, b a Bore1 subalgebra of g, 
n = [b, b], and n, an m-stable large subalgebra of n. Then for any large 
subalgebra n2 of n, , there exists an m-stable large subalgebra of n contained 
in n,. 

Proof: We may assume that b = b + and n = n + . Choose A E P + + and 
V=L(A)“l. Then n,(n,) acts on V. Since the kernel of the induced map 
n,(n,)+gl(V) lies m b,, so n,(n,)/n, is finite dimensional. It follows that 
there exist subalgebras pI and p2 of n,(nl) such that 

0) ~~+~~=n~hh 
(ii) pl/nl and p2/n, are solvable. 

By 2.4, there exist Bore1 subalgebras b, and 6, of g containing p1 and p2, 
respectively. Choose Cartan subalgebras Q1 and Q2 of g contained in b, and 
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b,, respectively. Let A: (resp. AT) denote the set of the roots of hi 
(resp. h, ) in b, (resp. b2). For a positive integer k, set 

b,(k)= 0 9,, b,(k)= 0 !a,, 
OrEd: OrcLl: 

ht(a) > k ht(a) > k 

where the height functions are defined with respect to the bases in A: and 
A:, respectively. Note that the subalgebras n,, b,, and b, are commen- 
surable. There exist positive integers k and 1 such that b,(k) c b,(l) c n,. 
We have: U(m)c U(p,)U(p,)c U(b,)U(b,). It follows that ad(U(m))b,(k), 
contained in b2(Z), generates an m-stable large subalgebra of n2. 

2.1. LEMMA. Let m be a subalgebra of g, b a Bore1 subalgebra of g, 
n = [b, b], and tt, an m-stable large subalgebra of n. Then for any m-stable 
large subalgebra a of b, an n is m-stable. 

Proof: By 2.6, there exists an m-stable large subalgebra a, of b 
contained in an n. Let a2 be the ideal of a generated by a,. Clearly a2 
is m-stable and a2Cann. For xEm, Fx+acn,(a,) and (Fx+a)/a, is 
solvable. Hence by 2.4, there exists a Bore1 subalgebra b, containing 
Fx+a. Note that [x,a]~an[bi,b,]. By 2.5, [x,a]~ann(x~m). 
Thus a n n is m-stable. 

2.8. PROPOSITION. Let M be a subgroup of Aut,(g) and m a subalgebra 
of g. Assume that M normalizes m. The following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) Let p be the smallest M-stable (resp. m-stable) subspace of g 
containing b + . Then b + is of finite codimension in p. 

(ii) There exists an M-stable (resp. m-stable) large subalgebra of n, . 
(iii) There exists an M- and m-stable large subalgebra of tt, . 
(iv) There exist XC IT of finite type and g E G such that Ad(g) px is 

M- and m-stable. 

Proof: (i) = (ii). Let (. 1.) be a nondegenerate symmetric ad,-invariant 
F-bilinear form of g. Let a denote the orthogonal complement of g’ n p in 
g’ (resp. p in g). Then a is M-stable (resp. m-stable) and a c b, (resp. 
a c n + ). Let a i be the smallest subalgebra of g containing a. Clearly a, is 
an M-stable large subalgebra of b + (resp. m-stable large subalgebra of n + ). 
By 2.5, a, n n, is M-stable. Now n, = a, n n + is an M-stable (resp. 
m-stable) large subalgebra of n, . 

(ii) * (iii). Let n, (resp. n2) be an m-stable (resp. M-stable) large sub- 
algebra of n, . By 2.6, there exists an m-stable large subalgebra a of n, 
contained in n2. Let n3 denote the subalgebra generated by x(a)(xEM). 
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Since M normalizes m and a is m-stable, n3 is an M- and m-stable large 
subalgebra of n+ . 

(iii) + (iv). We prove this in several steps. 
(1) Let a be a maximal M- and m-stable large subalgebra of g commen- 

surable to b, and let b be a Bore1 subalgebra of g containing a. Set 
n = [b, b] and a, = n n a. By 2.5 and 2.7, 9, is M- and m-stable. Consider 
the algebra p = n,(a, ). Then p/a, is finite dimensional. Choose subalgebras 
a,, a3, pl, and pz of p such that 

(i) a2/a1 is the radical of p/a,, 

(ii) a2=a3=plnp2, and p,/a, and p2/a2 are opposite Bore1 
subalgebras of p/a,. 

(2) Clearly a c p, p is M- and m-stable and so is a2. Note that 
(a2 + a)/ai is solvable. By 2.4, a2 + a is an h4- and m-stable large 
subalgebra of g. Hence the maximality condition of a yields that a2 c a. 

(3) Let 6, and 6, be Bore1 subalgebra of g containing p1 and p2, respec- 
tively. Set n, = [b,, b,] and n2 = [b2, b,]. Then a, =n, n n2. Observe that 
(b, n p)/a, and (6, n p)/a, are solbable. Hence by the condition (ii) of (l), 
b,np=p, and b,np=p,. Consider the algebra I=n,nn,np. Since 
1 c a3 and a3/a2 is a Cartan subalgebra of p/a,, 1 is ad,,,,-diagonalizable. 
On the other hand, I is adslo -locally nilpotent. It follows that 1 c a2. By (2) 
and 2.5, Icann=a,. By 2.5, a,cn,nn,. Thus a,=n.,,,,(a,) and by 
2.3, a, = n, n n2. 

(4) Replacing m and M by Ad(G)-conjugates, we may assume that 
b, = b+,b2 = w(b+) with WE W and bca3. Claim: p2 = b2. Suppose 
the assertion to be false. There exists an index i such that w(gEi) $ p2. 
Since hc a3 cp2, p2 is h-stable and so wri(b+)zp2. By (3), we have that 

a,=n+ nw(n+)=n+ nwr,(n+). 

Obviously this is a contradiction. Hence p2 = b, and similarly p1 = b + . By 
1.5, n,(ai)=p, for a certain A’tn of finite type. Since n,(al) is M- and 
m-stable, assertion (iv) follows. 

(iv) * (i). Let A’, Y, c Z7 and w E W such that w(pX) = p y. Replacing w 
by an element of w W,, we may assume that w(d + ) = A+. Then w = 1 and 
pX = p y. Hence pX and p y are Ad(G)-conjugate if and only if X= Y. Let 
&t(A),= (UE At(A)] OX= A’> and Aut,( g; g’) = (0 E Auf,(g)1 CJ I g’ = 11. 
Then A4 is contained in the group Ad(g)(Aut(A),K Ad(RK Px)) 
Ad(g-‘) . Aur,(g; g’). Clearly m c Ad(g) pX. Now assertion (i) is immediate. 

2.9. For finite type Xc II, the group P, (resp. the subalgebra pX of g) 
and its conjugates are called finite type parabolic subgroups of G (resp. finite 
type parabolic subalgebras of g). 
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THEOREM. Let M (resp. m) be a subgroup of G (resp. subalgebra of g). 
The following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) M (resp. m) is contained in a finite type parabolic subgroup of G 
(resp. subalgebra of g). 

(ii) M is contained in a finite number of double cosets 
B, wB, (w E W) (resp. there exist finitely many Bore1 subalgebras b, , . . . . b, 
commensurable to b, such that U(m) c U(b,) ... U(b,)). 

(iii) M (resp. m) is x,-finite for all A E P, . 

(iv) There exists A E P, + such that M (resp. m) is n,-finite. 

Proof (i) =z. (ii) =E. (iii) * (iv) are immediate. 
(iv) + (i). Choose a finite dimensional M-submodule (resp. m-sub- 

module) V of L(A) containing u+ and a finite dimensional b+-submodule 
Y, of L(A) containing V. Let R: b + + gZ( V,) denote the homomorphism 
defined by the restriction map of 72,. Set p= {xEg1rr4(x) V=O}. Clearly 
p is M- (resp. m-) stable and ker(rc)cpcb+. By 2.5, pnn, is an 
M-stable large subalgebra of n + . From 2.8, (i) follows for M. Since p 
is a large subalgebra of b,, L(A)p is finite dimensional. Clearly 
v+ E VCL(A)~. Then n,(p)/p acts faithfully on L(A)p. Choose subalgebras 
p1 and p2 of n,(p) such that 

n,(p) = p1 + p2, 

pr/p and p2/p are solvable. 
(1) 

The same argument as 2.4 implies that p1 and p2 are large subalgebras of 
g. Choose Bore1 subalgebras br and b, containing pr and p2, respectively. 
We have that U(m) c U(n,(p)) = U(p,) U(p,) c U(b,) U(b,). Note that 
b,, b,, and 6, are commensurable. Then condition 2.8(i) holds for m. By 
2.8, (i) follows for m. 

2.10. For Xc& set p; = o(pX) and P; =o(PX) where o is the 
Chevalley involution of g. The following conjugacy theorem, due to Kac 
and Peterson [16], is immediate from 2.9. 

THEOREM. Let M (resp. m) be a subgroup of G (resp. a subalgebra of g). 
The following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) M (resp. m) is Ad&mite (resp. ad,, -finite). 

(ii) There exist finite type X, Y c lT and w E W such that M (resp. m) 
can be conjugated into P, n wP; w-l (resp. pX n w(p ; )). 
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2.11. Algebraic subalgebras and subgroups. A subalgebra a of g’ is called 
an algebraic subalgebra if for every integrable representation (V, n) of g’, a 
satisfies the following conditions: 

(i) a is x-finite. 
(ii) For any a-stable finite dimensional subspace W of V, the 

algebra a(a)1 W is algebraic. (1) 
Given an algebraic subalgebra a of g’, a subgroup A of G is called a 

connected algebraic subgroup of G with Lie algebra a if for every finite 
dimensional a-stable subspace W of any integrable g’-module (V, z), 
W is A-stable and n(A)/ W is the connected algebraic subgraic subgroup of 
GL( W) with Lie algebra n(a)1 W. 

LEMMA. Let ai(i= 1, . . . . I) be algebraic subalgebras of g' and Ai 
connected algebraic subgroups of G with Lie algebras ai, respectively. 
Suppose that a,, . . . . a, generate an ad,.-finite subalgebra p of g’. Then we 
have : 

(i) p is an algebraic subalgebra of g'. 

(ii) The subgroup generated by A,, . . . . A, is a connected algebraic 
subgroup of G with Lie algebra p. 

Proof: Let m be a positive integer. A subalgebra of gl(m, F) (resp. 
subgroup of GL(m, F)) generated by algebraic subalgebras (resp. connected 
algebraic subgroups) is algebraic (resp. connected and algebraic). Now the 
assertion is immediate from the definition. 

2.12. For a E A” and any integrable g’-module (V, x), gtl and gmtl are 
n-locally nilpotent. By 2.11(i), the algebras gd, g--., Fa’, and gol+gPIx+ 
Fa” are algebraic subalgebras of g’. For e E go1 and f E gPo, with 
Ce,fl=a”, there is a unique homomorphism cp: SL(2, F) + G satisfying: 

= exp te, q = exp tf, (t E F). 

Let G,,, = (p(SL(2, F)) and H, = cp( (diag(t, t-l)1 t E F” }). Then G,,, and 
H, are independent of the choice of e and f: By 2.11 (ii), the groups 
U,, K,, H,, and G,,, are connected algebraic subgroups of G with Lie 
algebras g., g --oL, Fa ” , and go + g --1x + Fa ” , respectively. 

For Xc& set A,= AnZX and pk=g’np,. Let U-, denote the 
subgroup generated by the U,(a E A” n (-Z + X)) and Umx the smallest 
normal subgroup of U- containing all the U, with j? E - A’.f and j? 4 ZX. 
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PROPOSITION. For finite type X, YC I7 and w E W, the group 
P,n wP, wpl is a connected algebraic subgroup of G with Lie algebra 
t&n w(4fY)). 

Proof We establish the assertion in several steps. 

(1) Let p denote the algebra p&n w(w(p>)). Then p=h’@ eaSti g, 
whereICI=(d+ud,)nw(-d+ud,).NotethatICIisafinitesubsetofd”. 
Hence by 2.1 l(i), p is an algebraic subalgebra of g’. 

(2) For a~d’~, as a group with operators fi, U, is simple. For 
a, BE A”, the groups U, and U, are isomorphic with operators tf if and 
only if a = /I. 

(3) The group W,nwW,w~’ is generated by the reflections 
r,(a E A’” n 7Xn Zw Y). Consider the Tits cone C. Choose ur, u2 E C such 
that AnEX={a~A~(u,,a)=O} and AnZwY={a~A~(v,,a)=O}. 
Let [u,, u2] denote the line segment connecting ur and u2. For a E A, a 
vanishes on [u, . u2] if and only if a E EXn Zw Y. It follows that there exists 
UE[U~,U~] such that AnZXnZwY={a~A~(u,a)=O}. Let W, be the 
group generated by the r,(a E A” n ZXn Zw Y). Clearly W, c W,n 
wwyw-? On the other hand, W,n wW,w-’ fixes u and so the opposite 
inclusion follows. 

(4) Let $l=A+nw(-(At-EY))and 11/2=w(A.)nAf. Note that 
wry w-l is an R-invariant large subgroup of wU wP’. By 1.8 and 1.11, 
we have that 

wp;w -l=U~wWyw-lU~(wU~Yw-lnU~)U,, 

where U, = naollr, U, and U: = n,, kILz U,. It follows readily that 
P,nwP; w-’ is generated by the groups U,(aE$, uti2), U-,n 
(UT K (wU-yw-l n K)) and WxnwWywpl. The group U-,n 
(u; K (Wu-‘W-l n U- )) is R-invariant. As a consequence of (2), it is 
generated by the U, such that U, is contained either in U-, n U; or 
U-,n wU- ‘w-l. Note that for a E A”, rcr is contained in the group 
generated by H, U,, and U-,. Now by (3), it follows that P, n wP; w-l 
is generated by the groups H and U,(a E $). Our desired assertion is 
immediate from 2.11 and (1). 

2.13. LEMMA. Let a be an algebraic subalgebra of g’, A a connected 
algebraic subgroup of G with Lie algebra a, and W a finite dimensional 
a-submodule of a fixed integrable g’-module (V, n). Suppose that A and a act 
on W faithfully. Then we haue: 

(i) Let P (resp. p) be a subgroup (resp. subalgebra) of A (resp. a) 
such that n(P)1 W is the connected algebraic group with Lie algebra n(p)1 W. 
Then P is a connected algebraic subgroup of G with Lie algebra 4. 
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(ii) If a, and a, are algebraic subalgebras of g’ contained in a, then 
a, n a2 is an algebraic subalgebra of g'. 

Proof Let W’ be a p-stable finite dimensional subspace of an integrable 
g’-module (I”, TT’). We show that u’(P)] IV’ is the conneed algebraic sub- 
group of GL( W’) with Lie algebra rc’(p)I IV’. Replacing W’ by the a-sub- 
module generated by W’, we may assume that W’ is a-stable. Consider the 
g’-module (I’@ v’, 7~ 0 n’). Let A w, A w’, and A we w’ denote the images 
of A in GL( W), GL( W’), and GL( W@ IV’), respectively. We have the 
following commutative diagram 

(1) 
with maps defined in the obvious manner. Since y is bijective, so is r. Note 
that 0 and 7, defined by restriction maps, are rational homomorphisms. It 
follows that 7 is an isomorphism and rr 0 7-l is a rational homomorphism. 
Clearly n’(P)1 W’ and rr’(p)I W’ are the images of z(P)1 W and x(p)1 W, 
respectively, under CJ 0 7 - '. Hence n’(P)1 IV’ is the connected algebraic 
subgroup of GL( W’) with Lie algebra a’(p)1 IV’. By definition, (i) follows. 

Note that rr(ar n a2)l W= (n(a,)l W) n (n(a2)l W) is algebraic. From (i), 
a, n a, is an algebraic subalgebra of g’. 

2.14. PROPOSITION. (i)lf a is an algebraic subalgebra of g’, then there is 
a unique connected algebraic subgroup A of G with Lie algebra a; moreover 
there exists an integrable g’-module (V, n) with a finite dimensional 
a-submodule M on which a and A act faithfully. 

(ii) Let a, and a, be algebraic subalgebras of g’. If A is a connected 
algebraic subgroup of G with Lie algebra a, (resp. a2), then a, = a,. 

Proof We prove the assertion in several steps. 

(1) If A is a connected algebraic subgroup of G with Lie algebra a, 
then for any gE G, gAg-’ is a connected algebraic subgroup of G with Lie 
algebra Ad(g) a. 

(2) Let A be a connected algebraic subgroup of G with Lie algebra 
a and ( V, n) any integrable g’-module. For v E V, v is fixed by a if and only 
if it is fixed by A. For a finite dimensional subspace W of V, W is a-stable 
if and only if it is A-stable. 

(3) By definition, a is ad,Jinite. By 2.10 and (1 ), we may assume 
that there exist finite type X, Y c ZZ and w E W such that 
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Now choose an integrable g’-module (V, rc) such that there exist ur, u2 E V 
and a finite dimensional (pX n w(p ; ) n g’)-submodule M of V satisfying: 

(a) The stabilizer of g’ (resp. G) at Fv, is pxn g’ (resp. PX). 
(b) The stabilizer of g’ (resp. G) at Fu2 is g’n w(p;) (resp. 

WP, w-l). 

(c) P,n wP; w-’ and p,n w(py) n g’ act faithfully on M. 

Let A be the subgroup of P,n wP; w-l such that rc(A)lM is the 
connected algebraic subgroup of GL(M) with Lie algebra ~(a)/ M. Then by 
2.13(i), A is a connected algebraic subgroup of G with Lie algebra a. 
Clearly such A in P,n wP,w-’ is unique. By (2) and conditions (a) and 
(b), any connected algebraic subgroup of G with Lie algebra a lies in 
P, n wP; w - ‘. Thus the uniqueness of A follows. By (2), a, normalizes a2. 
Hence a, + a, is a subalgebra of g’. Since U(a, + a2) = U(a,) U(a,), a;+ a2 
is ad,.-finite. By 2.11, A is a connected algebraic subgroup of G with Lie 
algebra a, + a2. A simple dimension argument yields a, = a, = a, + a2. 

The following corollary is immediate from 2.13 and 2.14. 

2.15. COROLLARY. (i) Let A be a connected algebraic subgroup of G with 
Lie algebra a. Then No (a) = N,(A). 

(ii) Let Ai be a connected algebraic subgroup of G with Lie algebra 
a,(i= 1, 2). Then A, c A, if and only if a, c a,. 

2.16. Let A be a connected algebraic subgroup of G with Lie algebra a. 
The group A is called a subtorus of G if a is ad,.-diagonalizable; A is called 
unipotent if a is ad,,-locally nilpotent. 

LEMMA. Let A be a connected algebraic subgroup of G with Lie algebra 
a. Then A is generated by subtori and unipotent subgroups. 

ProoJ Let (V, n) be an integrable g’-module such that there exists a 
finite dimensional a-submodule W on which A and a acts faithfully. 
The assertion is true for x(A)] W. Note that in the commutative 
diagram 2.13(l), OOZ-1 carries tori (resp. unipotent subgroups) to groups 
of the same kind. The lemma now is immediate from 2.13. 

2.17. COROLLARY. Let A be a connected algebraic subgroup of G with 
Lie algebra a. Then 2, (a) = Z,(A). 

Proof: By 2.16 and 2.15(ii), we may assume that A is a torus or A is 
unipotent. 
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Case 1. A is a torus. Let (V, K) be any integrable $-module. Let P 
(resp. P’ ) be the set of weights of a (resp. A) in V. Note that u E V (resp. 
a line Fv in V) is fixed by a if and only if it is fixed by A. Hence there 
is a bijection r : P + P’ such that V, = Vrcl) (A E P). Observe that g E Z,(a) 
(resp. 2, (A)) if and only if g leaves invariant V, for all ,I E P (resp. P’ ) and 
all integrable g’-module (V, rr). Now the assertion is obvious. 

Case 2. A is unipotent. 
Let XE g’ be ad,,-locally nilpotent and g E G. Then g exp Xg- ’ = exp X 

if and only if Ad(g) X= X Hence the assertion in this case follows easily. 

2.18. A subgroup M of G is called an algebraic subgroup of G with Lie 
algebra m if the following conditions hold: 

(i) m is an algebraic subalgebra of g’. 
(ii) The connected algebraic subgroup M” of G with Lie algebra m 

is a subgroup of M of finite index. 

We write L(M) for the Lie algebra of A4. 

LEMMA. Let M and N be algebraic subgroups of G. Then Mn N is an 
algebraic subgroup of G with Lie algebra L(M) n L(N). 

Proof: We prove the lemma in several steps. 

(1) Let A be an algebraic subgroup of G with Lie algebra a and 
(V, n) any integrable g’-module. Let 1 be a line in V and A, (resp. aI) the 
stabilizer of A (resp. a) at 1. Then A, is an algebraic subgroup of G with Lie 
algebra a,. 

Enlarging Y if necessary, we may assume that there exists a finite dimen- 
sional A-submodule W, containing 1, on which A and a act faithfully on W. 
Clearly (z(A)1 W), is an algebraic subgroup of GL( W) with Lie algebra 
(a(a)1 W),. Then by 2.13(i), the assertion is immediate. 

(2) Since M is ad,,-finite, we may assume that there exist finite type 
X, Y c Z7 and w E W such that 

McP,nwP;w-1, L(M) = Px r-l W(P v )* 

Choose an integrable g/-module (V, n) such that there exist u,, u2 E V 
satisfying the conditions: 

(a) The stabilizer of g’ (resp. G ) at Fv, is pX n g’ (resp. Px). 

(b) The stabilizer of g’ (resp. G ) at Fu2 is g’ n w( p ; ) (resp. 
WP, w-l). 
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Then by (1 ), N n P, n wP; w ~ I is an algebraic subgroup of G with Lie 
algebra L(N) n pX n w(p; ). 

(3) By (2), we may assume that there exists a connected algebraic 
subgroup A of G with Lie algebra a such that M and N lie in A. Choose 
an integrable g’-module (V, x) such that there exists a finite dimensional 
a-submodule W on which A and a act faithfully. Clearly rc(M n N)I W is an 
algebraic subgroup of GL( W) with Lie algebra n(L(M) n L(N))1 W. By 
2.13, the lemma follows. 

2.19. COROLLARY. Let M,(i E I) be a family of algebraic subgroups of G. 
Then fii, I Mi is an algebraic subgroup of G with Lie algebra niE I L(M,). 

ProoJ For any finite subset J of Z, M,= nj,, Mj is an algebraic 
subgroup of G. Choose J such that L(M,) has the least dimension and the 
index [M,:My] is minimal. Then niclMi=MJ and L(nie,Mi)= 
ni,JWi). 

2.20. Let M be a subgroup of G. Assume that M is Ad,Jinite. By 2.10, 
2.12, and 2.19, there exists a unique minimal algebraic subgroup of G 
containing M. We write Cf(M) for the minimal algebraic subgroup of G 
containing M. 

LEMMA. Let M be an algebraic subgroup of G and M, a subgroup of M 
such that M= Cl(M,). Then we have that Z, (M, ) = Z,(M) and 
No (MI ) = N,(M). 

Proof Let ( V, n) be any integrable g’-module. For g E Z,(M, ), 
consider the g’-module (I’@ V, rc @ rP) where 

7c”(x)v=n(gxg-1)v (XEG,VE I’). 

Let W denote the diagonal subspace {(v, v)l v E V} of I’@ I’. Clearly W is 
Ml-stable. Since M = Cl(M, ), W is M-stable. Then rrg 1 M = rr 1 M and so 
g E Z,(M). Clearly NG(MI) c N,(M) follows from the uniqueness of 
C4M, 1. 

3. ABSTRACT AUTOMORPHISMS OF G 

In this section, F is a field of characteristic zero with algebraic closure R 

3.1. Extension of base fields. Let k c K be fields of characteristic zero and 
A be a symmetrizable generalized Cartan matrix. Let g(k) (resp. G(k), 
L(A)(k), L*(A)(k), etc.) denote the Kac-Moody algebra g(A) (resp. the 
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corresponding objects) over k. Then g(K) = g(k) Bk K, and for A E P, n 
h*(k), L(A)(K) = L(A)(k) ak K and L*(A)(K) = L*(A)(k) C31k K. For any 
r E btk(K), r induces naturally an automorphism of g(K) (resp. G(K), 
L(A)(K), L*(A)(K), etc.), also denoted by r, satisfying the following 
conditions: 

(i) For 1~ K and xEg(K) (resp. L(A)(K), L*(A)(K)), s(Ax) = 
7(J) 7(x). 

(ii) For XE g(K) (resp. G(K)) and u EL(A)(K), ~(7c~(x) II) = 
~A(+)) 7(u). 

(iii) For xEg(K) (resp. G(K)) and MEL*, $nX(x) u) = 
e (7(x)) t(u). 

(iv) ForgEG(K)andxEg(K),r(Ad(g)x)=Ad(r(g))t(x). 
(v) For xiegS,(k), A,EK, and pioAre(i=l ,..., I), z(expA,x,.-. 

exp AIxI) = exp r(A,) x1 . . .exp r(A,) x,. 

3.2. LEMMA. Let Gal(FfF) denote the Galois group of F-automorphisms 
of F. Then the fixed point group 

G(F)Gal(flF) = (gWF)Mg)=g for all 7 E Gal(F/F)} 

coincides with G(F). 

Proof: Let ge G(F) Ga’(RF). Write g = xny with n E N, y E U,, and 
XE U- n&-n-‘. Note that 

N(F) = N(F) H(F). (1) 

Since U, are Gal(p/F)-stable, we have that x, y, n E G(F)Gal(flF). Choose 
an element A E P, + n Q*(F) and 0 #u+ E L(A), (F). Consider the element 
rrA(x)u+. Clearly it is fixed by Gal(F/F) and so lies in V(A)) (F) (for 
definition of V(A)-, see [lS]). By [15, (v) of Theorem 11, there exist 
AEF" and X,E U-(F) such that n,,(x)u+ =In,(x,)u+. By 1.6(i), I=1 
and x=x1 E U- (F). Observe that w commutes with Gal(F/F). We also 
have that y E U, (F). To show that n E N(F), by (1) we may assume that 
n E H(F). However, H(F) is Gal(F/F)-equivariantly isomorphic to (F” )” 
and so the assertion is obvious in this case. 

3.3. PROPOSITION. For g E G(F), the following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) There exist x E G(F) and w E W such that 

xgx-‘EB+(F)nwB-(F)w-‘. 
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(ii) For any integrable representation (V, n) of g’(P), g is z-finite. 
(iii) For any A E P, , g is 7c,- and z);-finite. 
(iv) There exists A E P, + such that g is x,,- and x:-finite. 
(v) g is Ad,,C,,-fnite. 

Proof (i) =P (ii) * (iii) * (iv) are obvious. 
(iv) => (v). By 2.9, there exist finite type parabolic subgroups P, and P, 

of G such that g E P, n w(P2). By 2.10, assertion (v) follows. 
(v) => (i). Let L be a connected algebraic group defined over F and 7 a 

rational endomorphism of L. A result of Steinberg [26] yields that there 
exist r-stable Bore1 subgroups of L. From 2.10, there exist g,, g, E G 
such that g, B, gll and g, BP g; ’ are normalized by g. Hence 
gaB+g;‘ngd-g,‘. Write g;‘g,=unv with UEB,, VE% and 
n EN. Set x= (g,u)-’ and w the image of n in W. Then xgx-’ lies in 
B+(F)nwB-(F)w-‘. 

3.4. An element g E G(P) is called unipotent (resp. semisimple) if for every 
integrable representation ( V, n) of g’(P), g is 7r-locally unipotent (resp. V 
is a sum of one-dimensional x(g)-submodules). 

An element g E G(P) is said to have a Jordan decomposition if there exist 
semisimple s and unipotent u in G(P) such that g=su and su = us. The 
Jordan decomposition if it exists is unique. 

LEMMA. We have: 

(i) If g E G(F) has a Jordan decomposition, then g is Ad,.,,,-finite. 
(ii) Zf g E G(F) is Ad,.-finite. there exist s, u E G(F) and x E g’(F) such 

that 

(a) s is semisimple, u is unipotent, and g = su = U,P, 
(b) x is ad,r-locally nilpotent and u = exp x. 

Proof Assertion (i) is immediate from the definitions. First we establish 
assertion (ii) for F= F By 3.3, we may assume that ge B, n wB- w-* with 
WEW. Set B,=B+nwB-w-’ and U,=U,nwU-w-l. Clearly 
B, = HK U, is a connected algebraic solvable subgroup of G with Lie 
algebra b, n w(bh). Note that H (resp. U,) is Ad,.-diagonalizable (resp. 
Ad,.-locally unipotent). It follows that g has a Jordan decomposition g = su 
in B,. Since U, = exp(n + n w(n _ )), there exists x E n + n w(n _ ) such that 
u=exp x. Now return to the general case Fci? By the uniqueness of 
Jordan decomposition, we have that 7(s) = s and T(U) = u for 7 E Gal(F/F). 
By 3.2, s, u E G(F). Then exp x = exp 7(x) for 7 E Gal(F/F) and so x E g’(F). 
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3.5. LEMMA. Let V be a fir&e dimensional vector space over F and 
7c:SL(2,Q)-+GL(V) a nontrivial homomorphism. Then II can be extended 
to a rational homomorphism, denoted again by 71, from SL(2, F) into GL( V); 
moreover there exist nilpotent elements X, Y and diagonalizable Z in gl( V) 
satisfying the following conditions: 

(i) [X, Y] =Z, [Z, X] =2X, [Z, Y] = -2Y. 
(ii) n((A :))=exptX,n((: y))=exptY(tEF). 

(iii) The Zariski closure of the images of the diagonal matrices is a 
one-dimensional F-split torus with Lie algebra FZ. 

ProoJ: Let U, (resp. U- ) denote the subgroup of SL(2, Q) of unipo- 
tent upper (resp. lower) triangular matrices and H be the subgroup of 
SL(2, Q) of diagonal matrices. First we show that z( U, ) and n( U- ) are 
unipotent. Suppose the assertion to be false; say n(U+ ) is not unipotent. 
Set P= V@,I? Since U, is commutative, there exists a nontrivial 
homomorphism 1: U, + P x such that 

For t E H, n(t) rA = VtA where (tA)(x) = A(t-‘xt) (x E U, ). Since V is finite 
dimensional, there exist only finitely many such VA. Hence the stabilizer 
H” = {t E HI tlz = A} is a subgroup of H of finite index. Now choose t E HA 
with t2# 1. Then U, = [t, U,] = {txt-lx-’ IXE U, >. This implies that 
for x E U, , A(x) = 1. This contradicts our choice of A. Hence n( U, ) and 
7~( U- ) are unipotent. Then there exist nilpotent X, Y~gl( V) such that 

1 r 
= 01 cc >> = exp tX, 

1 0 
K 

cc >> t 1 
=exp tY(tECP). 

Note that (A i)(-:-, :)(A ;* - ) - (l!l ‘$h :)(-:-I y)(t E Q x ). It follows that 

exp((exp tad(X))( - t-‘Y)) =exp((exp t-‘ad( Y))(tX)). 

Since exp is injective on nilpotent elements, we have that 

(exp tad(X))( - t-’ Y) = (exp t-‘ad( Y))(tX). 

From (1 ), we have the relation 

(1) 

-t-‘Y-[X, Yl-$x, [x, Y-J]-- *** 

=tX+[Y,X,+$Y, [Y,Xll+ ..* (tEQX). (2) 
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Note the summations in (2) are finite. Set Z= [X, Y]. It follows easily that 

C-K Yl = z, [Z, X] = 2X, [Z, Y] = -2Y. 

Then we have a homomorphism s/(2, F) + gZ( I’) sending (i A), (7 i), and 
(A .!, ) to X, Y, and Z, respectively. Clearly the corresponding 
homomorphism of X(2, F) into GL( V) is the desired extension of rc. 
Let d7c be the differential of rc. Since Z is the image of (A !i) under dn, 
condition (iii) is immediate. 

3.6. COROLLARY. Let B, (resp. B- ) be the subgroup of SL(2, Q) of 
upper triangular matrices (resp. lower triangular matrices), U, = 
[B,, B,], and U- = [B_, B-1. Let V be a vector space over F and 
n: SL(2, Q) + GL( V) a homomorphism. The following conditions are 

equivalent : 

(i) SL(2, Q) is n-finite. 

(ii) The group U, (resp. UP ) is x-finite. 

(iii) Every x E SL(2, Q) is 7c-fkite. 

(iv) Every x E B, (resp. B- ) is 7c-finite. 

In this case, there exist locally nilpotent elements X, Y, and diagonalizable 
element Z of gZ( V) satisfying the following conditions: 

(a) [X, Y] = Z, [Z, X] =2X, [Z, Y] = -2Y. 

(b) n((A i))=exptX,rr((: y))=exptY(tEQ). 

(c) 71 extends to a locally rational homomorphism of SL(2, F) into 
GL( V). 

Proof: (i) * (ii) is obvious. 
(ii) 3 (iii). Since U- is a conjugate of U,, U- is also rr-finite. Note 

that SL(2, Q) = U, U U, U- . Clearly (iii) follows easily. 
(iii) = (iv) is obvious. 
(iv)*(i). Note that U- is a conjugate of U, and SL(2, Q)= 

U, U- U, UP. It suffices to show that U, is rc-finite. Let XE U, and (x) 
the cyclic group generated by x. For any positive integer m > 1, let 
D=(diag(m,m-‘)) and U={y~U+ly”“~(x) for some ZEE,}. 
Clearly D normalizes U and D K U = D(x) D. This implies that D K U is 
n-finite. Now let W be any D K U-stable finite dimensional subspace of V. 
For any homomorphism 1: U + P x, set 
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Let Iz 1, . . . . I, be all the homomorphisms such that m&#O. There exists a 
subgroup D, of D of finite index such that a(D1) Wli= mif(i= 1, . . . . I). 
Choose 1 # t E D1. Then [t, U] c nf= i ker(&). It follows that there exists 
a positive integer r prime to m such that I/ W is unipotent for y E U. 
Now let W, be any finite dimensional (x)-stable subspace of V. There 
exists a finite dimensional D K U-stable subspace W of V containing W,. 
Hence for any positive integer m > 1, there exists a positive integer r prime 
to m such that z(x’)[ W, is unipotent. This yields readily that rr(x)l WI is 
unipotent. Hence for x E U + , K(X) is locally unipotent. Note that U, z Q. 
It follows that U, is n-locally unipotent and in particular rc-finite. 

The other assertions are immediate from 3.5. 

In the following, for simplicity of notations, g, g’, and G stand for g(F), 
g’(F), and G(F), respectively. 

3.7. LEMMA. Let bi~Are, e:ogw,firEgPP,(i=l, . . . . n), and o the 
endomorphism of Ij’ given by a(hi) = j3: (i= 1, . . . . n). Assume that 

(i) (fly (/Ii)= (hi\aj) and [e:,fil] =Gijflv for all i, j; 
(ii) gBi and gPB,(i= 1, . . . . n) generate the Lie algebra g’. 

Then o extend to an automorphism of g’, also denoted by o, such that 

o(e,) = e:, a(fi)=f! (i= 1, . . . . n). 

ProoJ By (ii), A CC;=, Z/Ii and as a consequence hiEC?=, Ffly 
(i = 1, . . . . n). Hence u is an automorphism of h’ over F. Now the assertion 
is immediate from the characterization of the Lie algebra g’ [lo, 1.51. 

3.8. Let G, be the subset of G defined by 

G/= {gEG[ gis Ad,.-finite). (1) 

Let Autf(G) denote the set of abstract automorphisms r~ of G satisfying 
the condition 

4GJ = G,. (2) 

In the following, we discuss such automorphisms of G. Recall the embed- 
dings of SL(2, F) in G associated to real roots. For a E A”, e E g=, and 
fog-, with [e,f]=a”, there exists a homomorphism cplx: SL(2, F) -+ G 
determined by 

=expxe, cpo: = exp xf (x E F). (3) 

m-l/92/2-3 
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Let i, denote the one parameter subgroup 

k(t) = rp,(diag(t, t-l)) (teF”). (4) 

Then I, is independent of the choice of e andJ Let (V, rc) be any integrable 
g’-module. We have that 

n(A,(t)) u= t<a”r>U (tEF”, VE V,, r~Ij*). (5) 

3.9. LEMMA. Let aEAutJG), UEA”‘, eEg,, and feg-= with 
[e,f] =a”. Then we have the following conditions: 

(i) There exist ad,.-locally nilpotent elements X, YE g’ such that 
a(exp te) = exp tX, o(exp tf) = exp t Y( t E Q). 

(ii) Set Z = [X, Y]. Then Z is ad,,-diagonalizable, [Z, X] = 2X, and 
[Z,Y]=-2Y. 

(iii) a(&(Q x )) is Ad,,-diagonalizable and the minimal algebraic 
subgroup of G(P) containing a(&(Qx )) . ts a one-dimensional subtorus of 
G(P) with Lie algebra FZ. 

Proof Note that acp,(SL(2, Q)) c G,. Our assertions are immediate 
from 3.6 and (b) of 3.4(ii). 

3.10. g’ is defined over Q and g’= go O. F. We assume that 
hi,ei,f,Eg&(i= 1, . . . . n). Let M be a subgroup of G such that M is 
Ad,Jinite. By 2.20, there is a unique minimal algebraic subgroup Cl(M) of 
G(F) containing M. We say that Cl(M) is the closure of M in G(F) and M 
is dense in CZ(M). 

LEMMA. Zf o E Autf(G), then there exists g E G such that o(H) = gHg-‘. 

Proof Apply 3.9 to tar, . . . . u,. There exist ad,,-diagonalizable elements 
Z r, . . . . Z, E g’ such that Ti = Cl(o(H,(Q))) is a one-dimensional subtorus of 
G(F) with Lie algebra FZi(i= 1, . . . . n). By 2.20, Ti centralizes Tj and by 
2.17, T, centralizes Zj. Hence Zi centralizes Z, and C?= r FZi is ad,.- 
diagonalizable. There exists a split Cartan subalgebra Ad(g) I$ with ge G 
containing the elements Zi(i = 1, . . . . n). Clearly gHg-’ centralizes Zi and so 
by 2.17, gHg-’ centralizes Ti. By l.l6(ii), a(H(Q))cgHg-‘. Since H(Q) 
is dense in H(F), by 2.20, H centralizes a-‘(gHg-I). By l.l6(ii), H and 
a-‘(gHg-I) are their own centralizer. Hence H= o~‘(gHgg’). Now our 
desired assertion follows. 

3.11. LEMMA. Let aEAut/(G) such that a(H)= H. Then a(H(Q)) is 
dense in H(F). 
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ProojI Note that H(Q) = ny=r Hi(Q). From 3.9(iii), Cl(c(H(Q))) is 
subtorus of G(F). Let a denote its Lie algebra. By 2.18(ii), a c h’@ R Since 
H(Q) is w-invariant, so is rr(H(Q)) and by 2.20 and 2.15(i), a is 
w-invariant. Claim: a 1 a # 0 for all a EP. Suppose that a E P such that 
a 1 a = 0. Then a centralizes Fa ” + ga + gPU and so does c(H(Q)). Let GcaJ 
denote the subgroup of G generated by Ua and UPa. Since G(=)(F) is 
the connected algebraic subgroup of G(F) with Lie algebra 
Fa” +gz(F)+g-%(F), by 2.17, o(H(Q)) centralizes Gtaj. It follows that 
H(Q) centralizes c-‘(G&. Since H(Q) is dense in H(F), by 2.20, H 
centralizes c-r(G& and so o-‘(G& c H. However, GcEj % %(2, F) is 
not commutative. Certainly we are led to a contradiction. So, for a E A”, 
there exists xoa with a(x)#O. Then a” =a(x)-r (x-ra(x)) lies in a. 
Hence a = h’ @FF and as a consequence c(H(Q)) is dense in H(F). 

3.12. LEMMA. Let o~Aut~(G) such thut o(H) = H. Then there exists u 
map, also denoted by o, o : Are + Are such that for every a E Are, e E ga, and 
fegpm with [e,f]=a”, there exist XEROX, YE~-,,~ satisfying the 
following conditions: 

(i) [X, Y]=(oa)“. 
(ii) cr(exp te) = exp tX, fr(exp fl) = exp tY(t E Q). 
(iii) f7(Aa(t))=lom(t)(tfzQx). 

ProoJ By 3.9, there exist ut*,-locally nilpotent elements X, YE g’ and 
adgP-diagonahzable 2 E g’ satisfymg the following conditions: 

(a) [X, Y] = 2, [Z, X] =2X, [Z, Y] = -2Y. 
(b) c(exp te) = exp tX, g(exp fj) = exp tY (t E Q). 

(cl WaCQ TX JJ is a one-dimensional subtorus of G(F) with Lie 
algebra FZ. 

It sulkes to show that there exists era E Are with XE gca and YE g-gU. Since 
& (Q x ) is independent of the choice of e and J so is ua. 

First we show that FX and FY are h-invariant. Note that exp(Qe) is 
H(Q)-invariant. From (b), QX is Ad(c(H(Q)))-invariant. By 3.11, 
o(H(Q)) is dense in H(F) and so FX is Ad(H)-invariant. Consider the Lie 
subalgebra p = h’ + FX. Clearly it is ad@iangular. Thus by [15, 
Lemma 61, there exist g E G and w E W such that 

We may assume that Ad(g) h’ = lj’ and by 1.30, g E jV. Then 
FX c w1 (rt + ) n w* (rt - ) for some wl , We E W. As a consequence, there exist 
b r, . . . . /3,o A” such that XE @i= 1 gfli. Note that FX is h-invariant. Hence 
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there exists AE (I)‘)* n res(Are) such that XE g*. Since c(H) = H, 
C/(g(&(Q x )))c H(F) and by 2.15(ii), Z~lj’. Similarly there exists 
r E (h’)* n res(Are) such that YE gr. However, [X, Y] = Z E h’ and Z # 0. It 
follows that r = -A. Then our assertion follows from 1.28. 

3.13. LEMMA. Let 0~ AutJG) be such that o(H)= H, and let 
a : Are + Are be the induced map as in 3,12. Let ei E goEl and f; E g -~~, be such 
that a(exp ei) = exp e; and a(exph) = expf/(i= 1, . . . . n). Then we haue: 

(i) [e;,c] = hq(aui) ” for all i,j. 

(ii) ((aai)” iaaj)=(hi[aj)forafli,j. 

(iii) gUaz, g doa,(i = 1, . . . . n) generate g’. 

ProojI Let /Ii= aai(i= 1, . . . . n). By 3.12(i), 

[WY1 = by (i = 1, . . . . n). 

Assume that i#j. Consider the relation 

exp teiexp fj exp( - tei) = expL. (teQ)* 

We have that exp((exp tadei)A.‘) = expfl(t E Q). Since (exp tadei) &’ and 
&/ are adgP-locally nilpotent, so (exp tadej)fi. It follows that 

Since the summation in (1) is a finite sum, (1) yields that (ade;)‘J’ = 0 for 
all na 1; in particular [ej,&‘] =O. Thus (i) is established. By 3.12(iii), we 
have that 

Note that 

&(t) exp ej&(t)-’ =exp t(‘y “,>ej (tEQx). 

Applying a to (2), it yields that 

exp t catv ia,>ej=exp tc@zv ip,>eJ (tEQ). 

Hence (ii) follows. 
Let n denote the subalgebra of g’ generated by gP,, g PP, (i = 1, . . . . n). Since 

4u*mil ,= u*b,, s3 UeB,ti= 4 . . . . n) generate G. It follows that p is 
G-invariant and so is an ideal of g’. Without losing any generality, we may 
assume that g is indecomposable. Now it is easy to see that n = g’. 
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3.14. LEMMA. If a~Aut~(G), then there exists beauty such that 
~~o(H)=Hand?~o(U~)=U~foralla~Are. 

Proof By 3.10, we may assume that C(H) = H. By 3.13 and 3.7, there 
exists r E AutF(g’) such that r 0 o(H) = H and r 0 c(U+~~) c Ukmi 
(i= 1, . . . . n). Note that ~~o(r~~)=r~~ (i=l,..., n) and so 7~c(w)=w for 
every w E W. Given a E Are, choose ai and w E W with a = wai. Then 
LIE = wUaiwml and so 

7oc(Ua)c UN (ae Are). 

Now consider the Bruhat decomposition G = lJ,,,E w B + wB+ . We have 
that 7 D o(B+ wB+ ) = B+ wB+ for all w E W. Given w E W, the product 
map (U+ n wKwpl)x wB+ + B+ wB+ is bijective. It follows that 
704U+ n wK w-l) = U+ n wU we1 for all WE W. Now the assertion 
7 0 c( UE) = U=(a c Are) is immediate. 

3.15. LEMMA. Let H (resp. U+, I.-) be the subgroup of SL(2, F) of 
diagonal matrices (resp. unipotent upper triangular, unipotent lower tri- 
angular matrices). If a is an automorphism of SL(2, F) such that o(H) = H 
and o(U*)=U*, then there exists an automorphism 0 of F and 0 # c E F 
satisfying the following conditions: 

(i) c(diag(t, t-‘))=diag(@(t), O(t-‘))(tEFx). 

(ii) 4tA ;I) = (A “?ch dti :)I = ~o~x~c-l ‘?J, (xEFI. 

Proof Set l(t)=diag(t, tel)(teFx) and u(x)=(i T), u(x)=(i y) 
(xeF). Let O:Fx +Fx (resp. $ : F + F) be the function determined by the 
condition 

u(x) u( -x-l) u(x) = l(x) (xeFx). 

Applying u to (1 ), we obtain that 

for some y E F and c E F x. Then we have that 

Y = -$b-'7 e(x) = cc(x) (x E F x ). (3) 
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The function 0 = cP1$, being additive and multiplicative, is an 
automorphism of F. From (3), g(u(x)) = u(O(x) c-l) (x E F). 

3.16. LEMMA. Let m be a positive integer. Then the subfield of F 
generated by x”‘(x E F) coincides with F. 

Proof Let FI be the subfield of F generated by X~(XE F) over Q. For 
aeF and AEQ, 

am+ 

Choose AI, . . . . A,,, + r distinct rational numbers. Since the corresponding 
Vandemonde determinant is nonzero, conditions (1) for AI, . . . . A,,,+ r yield 
that a, . . . . am E FI. Hence FI coincides with F. 

3.17. LEMMA. Assume that the generalized Cartan matrix A is sym- 
metrizable and indecomposable. Let o E Aut,(G) such that a(H) = H and 
a( iJ@) = U=(u E Are). Then there exist cI, . . . . c,, E F x and an automorphism 0 
of F satisfying the conditions 

a(exp xei) = exp(O(x) ciei), 

a(exp xfi) = exp(O(x) czY1fi) (x E F, i= 1, . . . . n). 

Proof For a E Are, let GcEj denote the subgroup of G generated by UE 
and Km. Clearly GcUj is a-invariant. Choose e E gW and f e gPa with 
[e,f]=a”. By 3.15, there exist an automorphism tIa of F and cm E F x such 
that 

4&(t)) = ~g~~~~~~~ tteFx 1, 
a(exp xe) = exp(Oa(.x) c=e), a(expxf)=exp(f2a(x)c;1f)(tEF). 

(1) 

Hence it sufhces to show that f?=, = . . . = em”. For u E Are, write 
LX” =rnIuy + ... +rnna;. Then 

Since H=HIx . . . x H” is a direct product, 

ea(tmq = on,yq (teFx, i= 1, . . . . n). 

By 3.16, if mi# 0, then 6Iai= fI=. Since A is indecomposable, the assertion 
OE, = . . . = Ozm follows readily. 
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3.18. Recall that g’ has a Q-structure g’(Q) by the construction of 
Kac-Moody algebras over Q. For a E Are, choose ea E ga(Q). Then ,4&(F) 
acts on G detined by 

0(exp xeE) = exp(c$x) em) (o E Aut(F), x E F, a E Are). (11 

By 1.32, ,4UF(g’) = Gut(A) K Ad(fi~ G). Then AutF(g’) acts on G in the 
obvious manner. Let Ar&(G; g’) denote the image of ,4ufF(g’) in .4r&(G). 
Note that AZ&(F) normalizes AI&&‘). Hence Aul(F) normalizes 
ht( G; 9’). 

Now we are ready to present our main result on abstract automorphisms 
of G. 

THJZOREM. Assume that the generalized Cartan matrix A is symmetrizable 
and indecomposable. Let G be the Kac44oody group associated to g’(A) over 
F, Gf= { gE G 1 g is AdJkite}, and AU,(G) = {o E Aut(G)l o(Gf) c Gf}. 
Then Autf(G) = Aut(F) K Aut(G; 9’). 

Proo$ Let T E Aut(F) n Aut(G; g’). By (l), $exp ei) = exp ei, $expfi) = 
expL.(i= 1, . . . . n). Since r E Aut(G; g’), T = 1 follows easily, Clearly Auf(F) K 

Aut(G; g’) c Aut,-(G). Now let c E Aut,-(G). By 3.14, we may assume that 
rr(Z!Z)=H and o(Um)=Ua(a~Are). Then by 3.17, CT lies in Au~(F)K 

Aut(G; 9‘). 

3.19. COROLLARY. Let G,, = { gE Gl g is Ad&ocally unipotent} and 
o E Aut(G) such that c(G=) c GY Then CJ Iies in Auf(F) K Aut(G; g’). 

ProojI First we show that for a E Are and x E ga, the group c(exp Qx) 
is Ad,@iite. For t E Q, let c(exp &) = s(t) u(t) denote the Jordan decom- 
position. Then there exists an adOP-locally nilpotent XE g’ such that 
u(t)=exptX(tEQ). Let M={s(t)~t~Q}. The group H(Q) acts on Qx 
(resp. M) through Ad (resp. Int 0 TV). The map fi: Qx + M, defined by 
#I( tx) = s(t)(t E Q), is an H(Q)-homomorphism, and ker(#I) is H(Q)- 
invariant. As an H(Q)-group, Qx is simple. Hence /I is either trivial or is 
an isomorphism. We may assume that ker(/?)= {O}. For li, fZ E Q x, con- 
sider the cyclic groups (s(t,)) and (s(rZ)) generated by s(t,) and s(tZ), 
respectively. Clearly the intersection (s(tl ) ) n (s( lZ)) is of finite index in 
(s(fi)) and (s(t*)). For 1~ Qx, the identity component S of Cl((s(t))) 
is independent of t. It follows that S is c(H(Q))-invariant. Note that 
j3w1(Mn S) is a nontrivial H(Q)-invariant subgroup of Qx. Hence 
Qx=/3m1(A4nS) and so 

cr(exp Qx) c S exp U&Y. 
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Since ,S is a subtorus of G(F), (1) implies easily that c(exp Qx) is 
Ad&rite. Now set Aut,-(G)’ = { o~Aut(G)lo(G~)~Gr}. By 3.6, we can 
replace Autr(G) by AutAG) ’ in all the above discussion. Thus our assertion 
follows. 

3.20. COROLLARY. For ct E Am(G), CJ E AutJG) tf and only if o carries 
Bore1 subgroups of G to Bore1 subgroups of G. 

ProojI (a) This is immediate from 3.18. 
(-=) For XEG~, there exist gE G and WE W such that gxg-’ E 

B+nwB-w-? The assumption yields that c(x) satislies a similar 
condition. Hence o(x) E GY and by 3.19, our assertion follows. 

4. AUTOMORPHISMS OF KAC-MOODY ALGEBRAS 

In this section, F is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. 

4.1. Let c be an automorphism of a Lie algebra p (resp. a group p). The 
fixed point subalgebra +VJ* (resp. fixed point subgroup PC) is defmed by 
pm= {x~pif~(x)=x} (resp. PO= {x~P/o(x)=x}). 

4.2. Let G be a connected algebraic subgroup of GL(m, F) and 
x E GL(m, F) an element normalizing G. For a connected solvable algebraic 
subgroup BI of ZG(x), there exists an x-stable Bore1 subgroup of G 
containing BI [26]. 

4.3. LEMMA. Let p be a finite dimensional Lie algebra over F and 
o E AutF(p). If b1 is a solvable subalgebra of pa, then there exists a o-stable 
Bore1 subalgebra of p containing b r . 

Proof Let r be the radical of p. Passing over to p/r, we may assume 
that p is semisimple. Then ad(p) is algebraic and c normalizes the 
connected algebraic group with Lie algebra ad(p). Our assertion is now 
immediate from 4.2. 

4.4. Let G be a connected algebraic solvable subgroup of GL(m, F) and 
M a solvable subgroup of GL(m, F) normalizing G. If M consists of semi- 
simple elements, then we have the following: 

(i) M leaves invariant a maximal torus of G. 
(ii) M-stable maximal tori of G are conjugate by elements of 

ZemcG1(M) where Cm(G)= f-)zO Ci(G) with Co(G)= G and C+‘(G) = 
LG, ~(Wl. 
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These results were established in [5, 3.2 and 3.41. One deduces easily the 
following reslts on Lie algebras. 

4.5. LEMMA. Let p be a finite dimensional solvable Lie algebra over F 
and o E Atar( If o is semisimple, then we have the following conditions: 

(i) o leaves invariant a Cartan subalgebra of p. 

(ii) o-stable Cartan subalgebras of p are conjugate by elements of 
evW(h ~1% 

In the following, A is a symmetrizable generalized Cartan matrix, 
g = g(A) the Kac-M oo y algebra, and G is the Kac-Moody group d 
associated to g’ over F. 

4.6. Let 0 be an automorphism of g over F. By 1.26, if A is 
indecomposable, cr(b+ ) is Ad(G)-conjugate to b + or b -. We say that c is 
of the first kind (resp. of the second kind) if e(b + ) is commensurable to b+ 
(resp. b- ). Clearly for indecomposable A and c E AutF(g), the following 
conditions are equivalent: 

(i) e is of the lirst kind (resp. the second kind). 
(ii) e(b+) is Ad(G)-conjugate to b+ (resp. bh). 
(iii) For any Bore1 subalgebra b of g, e(b) and b are commensurable 

(resp. e(b) n b is finite dimensional). 

An element a E AutF(g) is called Ad&mite if cr 1 g’ is locally tinite. 

4.7. THEOREM. Let ok AutF(g) be of the first kind and a c g0 be an 
adgS-triangular subalgebra. If o is Ad&mite, then there exists g E G such that 
Ad(g) b+ (resp. Ad(g) b - ) is a o-stable Bore1 subalgebra of g containing a. 

Proo$ By 2.8, there exist a iinite type Xc I7 and XE G such that the 
algebra p = Ad(x)(pX) (resp. Ad(x)(p; )) is o-and a-stable. By l.l7(ii), 
acp. Let ttt = eaga(aeA+, a$ZX). Note that p/Ad(x)(n:) is a llnite 
dimensional reductive Lie algebra and the image of o(Ad(x)(nT )) in 
p/Ad(x)(n: ) is a nilpotent ideal. Let q = Ad(x)(bl en: ) where 
h1 = flaiEX ker(ai). It follows that q is o- and a-stable. Applying 4.3 to p/q, 
it follows readily that there exists a u-stable Bore1 subalgebra b, commen- 
surable with b + (resp. b - ), of g containing a. Now the assertion is obvious. 

4.8. COROLLARY. Let ok AutF(g) be semisimple of the first kind. Then 
we have the following conditions: 
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(i) There exists a o-stable Bore1 subalgebra of g commensurable with 
b+ (resp. bk). 

(ii) For any o-stable Bore1 subalgebra b of g, there exists a c-stable 
Cartan subalgebra t of g contained in b. 

Prooj (i) is immediate from 4.7. 
(ii) We may assume that b is b+ . Choose a o-stable Bore1 subalgebra b1 

which is ,4d(G)-conjugate to b-. Note that Cartan subalgebras of b n b1 
are Cartan subalgebras of g. Now our assertion is immediate from 4.5(i). 

4.9. A pair (t, b) of subalgebras of g is called a standard pair if b is a 
Bore1 subalgebra of g and t is a Cartan subalgebra of g contained in b. 
Given a standard pair (& b), let b - denote the Bore1 subalgebra of g 
such that bnb-=t. Set B=NG(b), BP=NG(bP), U=[B,B], U-= 
[B-, B-1, N=No(t), and T= ZG(t). 

An element g E Autp(g ) is called quasi-semisimple of the first kind if there 
exists a c-stable standard pair (t, b). Given go AutF(g), c induces an 
automorphism, also denoted by 0, of G. We write G” or G0 for the fixed 
point subgroup of G. 

LEMMA. Let 0 E AutF(g) be quasi-semisimple of the first kind and (t, b) 
be a o-stable standard pair. Then we have the following conditions: 

(i) Ga = U: N0 UC. 
(ii) The subgroup Gg = (U; , UO ) of GO generated by U; and Ug is 

a normal subgroup of Go. 

Prooj Consider the decomposition G = U* NU. For g E GO, write 
g = vnu such that n e N, u l U and v E U* n nU-n-l, Note that the groups 
U, U-, and N are g-stable. By 1.14, u, v, nrzG”. Hence (i) follows. 

Given n E N, nU*n-’ = (nU*n-’ n U)(nU*n-’ n U-). It follows that 
for n E No, nU: n - ’ c UO U; . Clearly Gg is a normal subgroup of G”. 

4.10. LEMMA. Let o E AutF(g) be semisimple. If (& b) is a o-stable 
standard pair, then Z~ (V’) = t. 

Prooj We may assume that t = b and b = b + . It follows that A+ is 
g-stable and so is l7. Let b1 he a g-stable subspace of $ with b = c@ bl. 
Since fl is g-stable, orn 1 fl= 1 for some positibe integer m and so P 1 Q, = 1. 
Choose XE b1 such that q(X) = 1 (i= 1, . . . . n) and set Y= xy= 1 JX. 
Clearly YE b” and z*(Y) = b. Our assertion is now obvious. 

4.11. LEMMA. Let OE AutF(g) and let (tl, b), (t2, b) be u-stable standard 
pairs. Then there exists u E U” such that t2 = Ad(u) tl. 
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Proof By 1.26, ti and tZ are Ad( U)-conjugate. Choose UE U with 
tZ=Ad(u) ti, Since tZ and tr are g-stable, u-‘D(u)EN~(~~)= {1} and so 
UE UC. 

4.12. LEMMA. Let o E AutF(g) be semisimple of the j?rst kind and p c g”. 
The following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) p is a maximal adg-diagonalizable subalgebra of go. 

(ii) There exists a o-stable standard pair (t, b) such that p = to. 

Proof (i) =z. (ii). By 4.7, there exist o-stable Bore1 subalgebras bi and 
bZ, containing p, of g commensurable with b + and b- , respectively. 
Consider the subalgebra z b, nbZ(p). It is a linite dimensional g-stable 
solvable subalgebra of b1 n bZ. By 4.5(i), p is contained in a e-stable 
Cartan subalgebra t of br n bZ. The maximality condition of n implies 
easily that t’ = p. Clearly the standard pair (t, br ) has the desired condition 
in (ii). 

(ii) * (i). By 4.10, t = zg(tu) and so condition (i) is obvious. 

4.13. THFDEM. Let o E AutF(g) be semisimple of the first kind. Then we 
have the following conditions: 

(i) Maximal ad*-diagonalizable subalgebras of g0 are Ad(Gg)- 
conjugate. 

(ii) The group GE, defined in 4.9, is independent of the choice of a 
o-stable standard pair. 

Proof We prove the assertions in several steps. 

(1) Let p1 and pZ be maximal ad,,-diagonalizable subalgebras of go. 
There exist o-stable Bore1 subalgebras b, and bZ of g, and xi E UT, x2 E U; 
such that ni = Ad(xIx;‘) n2. By 4.7 and 4.12, there exist cr-stable standard 
pairs (t,, bi) and (t2, b2) such that n, = ty, p2= t;, and bi and b2 are 
commensurable with b + and b-, respectively. Then bi n b2 is a linite 
dimensional c-stable solvable subalgebra. By 4.5(i), there exists a cr-stable 
Cartan subalgebra t3 of br n bZ. By 4.11, there exist xi E LJ; and x2 E LJ; 
such that t r = Ad(xI) t3 and t2 = Ad(x2) ts. Then t, = Ad(xIx;‘) t2 and so 
PI =Mx,d 1.32. 

(2) Let (t, b) and (ti, bl) be c-stable standard pairs. Then ((U-Y, 
U’)= ((IY;~)~, Uy). Indeed, by 4.10, 4.12, and (1), there exists XEG“ 
such that Ad(x) ti = t. Since the groups are normal in GO, we may 
assume that ti = t. Then by l.l3(ii), UF = (UT n U)(Uf n UP) and as 
a consequence ( U: )” C UO( U- )“. Thus (( UF)~, LJy ) is contained in 
((U )O, UO). Similarly we have the opposite inclusion relation. 
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(3) The assertion (ii) is immediate from (2). Now we return to (i). By 
(2), the groups Uy and U; are contained in Gg. Then by (1) pi and n2 are 
Ad(Gg)-conjugate. 

4.14. COROLLARY. Let o be a semisimple automorphism of g of the first 
kind. Then maximal adgV-diagonalizable subalgebras of (g’)’ are Ad(GG)- 
conjugate. 

4.15. Let c be a semisimple automorphism of g of the first kind. For 
simplicity of description, we may assume that (I), b + ) is a c-stable standard 
pair. The generalized Cartan matrix A is symmetrizable. Write 

A=DB, 

where D = diag( s, , . . . . E,,) and B is symmetric. Since c is semisimple, there 
exists c-stable complementary subspace h” to h’ in I). We define a 
symmetric bilinear F-valued form (. 1.) on II by the conditions 

rr induces a permutation r of {l, . . . . n} such that rrai= &T(i) and 
ohi = hZCiI(i = 1, . . . . n). Clearly we have that 

Let J be the permutative matrix corresponding to r. Then (1) implies that 
JAJ-’ = A. Suppose that A is indecomposable. By [ 10,2.3], D is unique 
up to a constant factor. Note that ci/vj(i, j= 1, . . . . n) are positive rational 
numbers. It follows that D = JDJ-’ and so 

&i = &r(i) (i = 1, . . . . n). (21 

From (2), (hiI h) = (uhil oh) for h E lj and i= 1, . . . . n. Hence the form (.I.) 
on h is c-invariant. By [lo, Theorem 2.21, (.I.) extends uniquely to a 
g-invariant and adg-invariant bilinear nondegenerate symmetric form on g. 

LEMMA. Let o be a semisimple automorphism of g. Then there exists a 
nondegenerate symmetric o-invariant and adg-invariant bilinear form (. 1. ) 
on g. 

Proof By a simple reduction argument, we may assume that A is 
indecomposable. 
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Case 1. c is of the lirst kind. The assertion is established in the above 
discussion. 

Case 2. e is of the second kind. Then u* is of the first kind. We may 
assume that (h, b+ ) is cr*-stable. Consider the automorphism OJ o CJ = r. 
Clearly r 1 h = -g 1 b and there exists a positive integer 1 such that r’g +aj = 
g*Ji= 1, . . . . n). It follows that r is semisimple. Note that a nondegenerate 
symmetric adg-invariant form ( .I - ) on g is m-invariant. Hence ( .I . ) is 
c-invariant if and only if it is r-invariant. Now the assertion follows from 
that in Case 1. 

4.16. Let t be a Cartan subalgebra of g and @(t, g) the set of roots of 
t in g. A subset @+ of @(t, g) is called a positiue system if there exists a 
standard pair (t, b) such that @ + = @(t, b). Given a positive system @ +, 
it determines a subset I7 = {fir, . . . . b-1, called the set of simple roots, such 
that every a E @(t, g) is an integral combination of I7 with all coeficients 
in Z+ or -Z+. 

Let cr be a semisimple automorphism of g of the tirst kind. A e-stable 
Cartan subalgebra t of g is called fundamental (for u) if there exists a 
u-stable Bore1 subalgebra of g containing t. 

PROPOSITION. Let a E AutF(g) be semisimple of the first kind and t a 
o-stable Cartan subalgebra of g. The following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) t is funa%mental. 

(ii) There exists a o-stable positiue system of O(t, g). 

(iii) tv is a maximal adgS-diagonalizable subalgebra of go. 

(iv) t” n g’ is a maximal ad*,-diagonalizable subalgebra of (g’)“. 

Proof (i) + (ii) is obvious from the definitions. 
(i) -+ (iii) is immediate from 4.12. 
,(iii) * (iv). Let a’ be a maximal ad*,-diagonalizable subalgebra of (g’)‘. 

Choose any maximal adg,-diagonalizable subalgebra a of g” containing a’. 
By 4.13, V’ and a are Ad(Gu)conjug This implies that t” n g’ and a’ are 
also Ad( GO)-conjugate. Thus (iv) follows. 

(iv) + (iii). Since g = t + g’, so g0 = t” + (g’)“. Let p be any maximal 
adg,-diagonalizable subalgebra of g” containing tO. Then p = t” + (u n g’ ). 
By (iv), n n g’ must coincide with t” n g’ and so t” = lo is a maximal 
ado,-diagonalizable subalgebra of gO. 

4.17. LEMMA. Let a be an automorphism of g and t a o-stable Cartan 
subalgebra. If a is a real root oft with gE c go, then gWE c ga. 
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Proox Consider the subalgebra nt = Fa ” + gE + g -~. It is o-stable and 
isomorphic to sZ(2, F). Since ca = a, 0 1 Fa ” = 1 and u is trivial on 
Fa ” + ga. This yields readily that 0 is trivial on m. 

4.18. Let u be a quasi-semisimple automorphism of g of the first kind, 
(t, b) a o-stable standard pair, and fl the set of simple roots of t in b. We 
call 0 a diugrum uutomorphism (with respect to ($ b)) if for every 
(a, i) E l7x Z with cia = a, we have c#i gE = 1. It is easy to see that the 
above condition is equivalent to the following condition: 

(i) There exist O#enega(aEZ7) such that wg=e0a(aE17). 

4.19. Let A = (au) be the generalized Cartan matrix such that g = g(A). 
Recall that ht(,4) is the group of permutations c of { 1, . . . . n} such that 

av = agi 0j (i,j= 1, . . . . n). (1) 

Let Q denote the vector space xy= 1 Faj. Then lj/c is identified with the dual 
space Q* of Q. Given oeht(,4), 0 defines an automorphism of Q by 
f.7ai= aoi(i= 1, . . . . n) and so an automorphism of l$c. From (1 ), lj’/c is 
At(.4)-stable. Since ht(A) is finite, there exists a subspace @” of lj such 
that Ij = lj’@Ij” and (lj” + c)/c is Aut(,4)-stable. Now define an action of 
A&(A) on lj by the following conditions. For c E At(A), 

ohi = hgi (i = 1, . . . . n), 

c 1 ij” is the pull back of 0 1 (l)” + c)/c. 
(2) 

It follows that 

<h aoi) = <h, ai) (h E lj, i = 1, . . . . n). 

From [lo, 1.41, 0 extends to an automorphism of g by 

oei = eoi, ofi =foi (i = 1, . . . . n), 

f~ 1 Q is given in (2). 
(3) 

Clearly elements of At(A) are diagram automorphisms of g with respect 
to (b, b + ) and m centralizes ht(A). 

4.20. Let AutF(g; g’) denote the group of automorphisms of g which are 
trivial on g’. Clearly AutF(g; g’) is a normal subgroup of ,4utF(g). 
For oEAutF(g; g’), l$ is c-stable and by 1.31, lj is c-stable. Since 
@3cl, = gaj(i= 1, . . . . n), 0 acts trivially on lj/c. Hence there is f~ Hom#‘, c) 
such that 

ox = x +f(x), x fz y. 
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Conversely given any YE Horn&“, c), let eY he the linear map defined by 

Ufi g’= 1 and q(x) =x +f(x) (x E y ). 

One checks easily that e+ ,4ufF(g; g’). Hence ft-+ o~(~‘E Horn&“, c)) 
defines an isomorphism between Horn&“, c) and A&&g; g’). 

4.21. LEMMA. Let G be a connected unipotent algebraic group, 7 a semi- 
simple automorphism of G, and C(T, G)= {T(g)g-‘i gEG}. We have the 
folIowing: 

(i) The product map C(T, G) x G’ 4 G is an isomorphism of varieties. 
(ii) Assume that M is an algebraic group containing G and t E M is a 

semisimple eiement normahzing G. For g E G, the element tg is semisimpIe if 
and only tfgg {t-‘xtx-‘IxcG}. 

Proof (i) is immediate from [3, 11.11 and (ii) is proved in [5, 1.71. 

4.22. PROPOSITION. Let o be a diagram automorphism of g with respect 
to (t, b). Assume that A is indecomposable. Then the foIlowing conditions are 
equivalent : 

(i) o is offinite order. 
(ii) o is semisimple. 

(iii) Let Au&g) = AutF(g; g’) x Ad(fiK G). The automorphism o is 
Au&g)-conjugate to an element of Aut(A). 

Proof (i) =z. (ii) is obvious. 
(ii)+(iii). Let b- denote the Bore1 subalgebra of g such that 

b n b - = t. By 4.17, u is also a diagram automorphism with respect to 
(t, b- ). Replacing b by b- if necessary, we may assume that b is commen- 
surable with b + . Then choose an element g E G satisfying the conditions 

Ad(g) t = h Ad(g)b=b+. 

Replacing cr by Ad(g) o 0 o Ad( g-l), we may assume that t = b and b = b + . 
There exists a permutation r of { 1, . . . . n 1 such that 

wLxi = 9qj) (i= 1, . . . . n). 

By assumption, r~ is a diagram automorphism and so there exist 0 # ei E ga, 
with eei = e&) (i = 1, . . . . n). Choose x E fi such that Ad(x) ei = ei(i = 1, . . . . n), 
Replacing 0 by Ad(x-‘)o CJO Ad(x), we may assume that cei= eztij 
(i= 1, . . . . n). Consider the diagram automorphism r, also denoted by r, 
corresponding to the permutation r as in 4.19. Then 01 g’= r 1 g’ and so 
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g= r 0~ with YE AulF(g; g’). Let M denote the image of Auf(A) K 

AulF(g; g’) in GL(h). Note that the group AulF(g; g’)[ h is a connected 
unipotent algebraic group. From 4.2l(ii), c is ,4utF(g; g’)-conjugate to r. 
Hence assertion (iii) follows. 

(iii) * (i) is obvious. 

4.23. Recall that R= Hom(Q, Fx ) where Q =x;= I i&q. For x E I??, 
M(x) is the automorphism of g determined by Ad(x) u = X(U) U(EE A, 
x E ga). For r~ E At&r(g) with u(h) = h, r~ determines an automorphism of Q, 
denoted also by 0, such that gg== goE(ae A). Then e acts on g by 
(CJX)(U) = x(c-%)(x E n, M E Q). One checks readily that CJM(X) 6’ = 
M(ux)(xE@. In particular 0 normalizes M(R). Now let r be any 
authomorphism of g. There exists g E G such that M(g) h = r(h). Then 
L4d(R)T-‘=L4d(g)L4d(R)Ad(g-1) and so FI~(RK G) is a normal 
subgroup of AulF(g). 

PROPOSITION. Autr(g) = Out(A) K (Autr(g; g’) x Ad(l7~ ~1). 

Proof Let r E Autr(g). Replacing 7 by an element in Tout(A) if 
necessary, we may assume that r is of the lirst kind. Choose ge G with 
r(h) = M( g)h and r(b + ) = Ad(g) b + . Replacing r by M( g - ’ ) 0 T, we may 
assume that (h, b+ ) is r-stable. Replacing r by an element of the form 
M(x) 0 r (x E fi), we may assume that r is a diagram automorphism. Then 
r E A&(.4 ) K ,4ufP(g; g’). Now our assertion is obvious. 

4.24. LEMMA. Let G be a connected semisimple algebraic group, T a 
maximal torus of G, and B a Bore1 subgroup of G containing T. Let 7 be a 
diagram automorphism of G with respect to (T, B) and S= TO the identity 
component of T’. Then we have the following: 

(i) GZ is semisimple. 

(ii) NG(S) = NG6(S). T. 

(iii) Let w E W(T) be the element such that Bn wBw-’ = T. Then 
there exists n E No$ T) with image w in W. 

Proof (i) and (ii) were established in [5, 9.91. Note that w E W’ and so 
S is w-stable. Now assertion (iii) is immediate from (ii). 

4.25. Let r be a diagram automorphism of g with respect to (h, b + ). For 
Xc l7, GX is the subgroup of G generated by Ua, UPE (M E X). If X is a 
T-orbit of linite type, then GX is a connected semisimple r-stable algebraic 
subgroup of G. From 4.24(iii), there exists an element nxc Gx satisfying: 

nX E N n G; and the image of nX in Wx is the element of longest length. (1) 
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LEMMA. Let Ni denote the subgroup of N generated by the elements 
nX(X r-orbit in ZI of finite type). We have the following conditions: 

(i) W’ coincides with the image of Nz in W. 
(ii) w = iY’N& 

ProoJ Letw~PVand@(w)={a~A+~wa<O}.Writew=ri~VS.ri,with 
l= l(w). We show that w lies in the image Zrn(N;) of Ni in W by induction 
on 1. Observe that @j(w) is T-stable and q, lies in Q(w). Consider the T-orbit 
X in ZZ containing ai,. Since Xc G(w) and G(w) is finite, X is of fmite type. 
Choose nX as in (1) and let rX be the image of nX in W. Clearly wrX E W* 
and l(wrX)=l(w)-Card(Ai) where A; = A+ nEY. Thus wrXeZm(Ni) 
and so w= (wrX) ril lies in Zrn(Ni). Hence (i) follows. Note that (ii) is 
immediate from (i). 

4.26. PROPOSITION. Let T be a diagram automorphism of g with respect 
to (IJ, b + ). Then we have the following conditions: 

(ii) Zf T is semisimple, then r is a diagram automorphism of g with 
respect to any T-stable standard pair (t, b). 

ProoJ (i) is immediate from 4.9 and 4.25(ii). By 4.12, E)’ and F 
are maximal adg,-diagonalizable subalgebras of g*. By 4.13(i), @’ and tT are 
Ad(G’)-conjugate. By 4.10, ~=z~(JJ’) and t =zn(V). Hence lo and t are 
,4d(G’)-conjugate. We may assume that t = I$ There exists a decomposition 
A = ,4, + AZ with corresponding decomposition g = g1 @g* such that g1 
and gz are T-stable, and b n g1 (resp. b n g*) is commensurable with 
b+ n g1 (resp. b- n g*). It s&ices to show (ii) under the condition that b 
is commensurable with b *. Replacing b by b - if necessary, we may assume 
that b and ‘b + are commensurable. It follows that there exists w E W with 
b = w(b+ ). Since b and b+ are r-stable, so WE WT. Now the assertion is 
immediate from 4.25(i). 

4.27. LEMMA. Let T and T’ be diagram automorphisms of g with respect 
to (lo, b + ). Then r 19 = 6 1 b $ and only $ z and r’ are Ad(&onjugate. 

ProoJ ( =- ) By definition, there exist nonzero elements xi, y,.~ gii 
(i= 1, . . . . n) such that r(xi) = xj, T’( yi) = yj if ~(a~) = aj. Choose t E i? with 
Ad(t)xi=yi(i= 1, . . . . n). Then 7 and Ad(t-‘)o r’ oAd(t) coincide on b and 
gai(i= 1, . . . . n) and by 4.17, also on gemi(i= 1, . . . . n). This implies that 
r=Ad(t-‘)&Ad(t). 

( -E ) Note that Ad(p) acts trivially on lo. Hence the assertion is obvious. 
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4.28. LEMMA. Let T be an algebraic torus, r an automorphism of T of 
finite order, C(T, T) = {T(t) t-l 1 t G T}, and TO the identity component of T’. 
Then T = C(z, T) . T; is an almost direct product. 

Proof Let X* (T) denote the group of one parameter subgroups of T. 
Consider the action of r on X*(T)@ Q. Since r is of finite order, 
X.+ (T) @ Q is completely reducible for the action of T. It follows that there 
exists a r-stable subtorus TI of T such that T = TI . T; is an almost direct 
product. One checks easily that TI = C(T, T). 

4.29. PROPOSITION. Let o be a semisimple automorphism of g of the first 
kind, (t, b) a o-stable standard pair, IT the set of simple roots of t in b, 
T= Hom(ZZZ, FX ), and E the identity component of Tn. Then we have a 
decomposition 

o = Ad(t) 0 7, 

where T is a semisimple diagram automorphism with respect to (t, b) and 
t E Fg; moreover T is unique module Ad(C(o, F)) n Ad( Fg). 

Proof Without loss of generality, we may assume that t = h, b = b + , 
and T= B. There exists a permutation of { 1, . . . . n}, also denoted by cr, such 
that 

m3a, = %i, (i = 1, . . . . n). 

Choose t E fi satisfying the conditions 

(Ad(t)oo)ei=eOciJ (i = 1, . . . . n). (11 

Set crt = Ad(t) 0 0. Then by (l), rrl is a diagram automorphism of g with 
respect to (6, b + ). Note that cri 1 g’ is of linite order and or 1 lj = 0 1 h. Hence 
err is semisimple. Clearly crl acts on iZl7 through a permutation of l7. Hence 
or acts on R through a linite group. By 4.28, we can write 

t-l =y(x-bl(X)), 

with y E &I and x E n. Observe that 

Ad(x-‘o,(x))=Ad(x-‘)~oI~Ad(x)c@. (21 

Set r = Ad(x -i ) 0 pi 0 Ad(x). Then r is a semisimple diagram automorphism 
of g with respect to (I), b + ), and by (2), 

o = Ad(y) 0 r. (3) 
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Since M(R) acts trivially on h, ~ih=ci ih =rib and so p=@l=p. 
Hence (3) is a desired decomposition of cr. The uniqueness of r is 
immediate from 4.27. 

4.30. Let rr be a semisimple automorphism of g of the lirst kind and 
(t, b) a c-stable standard pair. A decomposition of TV as in 4.29 will he 
called a canonical decomposition of c with respect to the standard pair 
(t, b). For semisimple Lie algebras, the notion of a canonical decomposition 
of semisimple automorphisms is due to Gantmacher [8]. 

4.31. LEMMA. Let o be a semisimple automorphism of g of the first kind. 
Then there exists ye Autr(g; g’) x Ad(ff K G) such that yay-’ has a canoni- 
cal decomposition yay -‘=Ad(x)oT with reAut(A) andxE& 

Proof There exists a a-stable standard pair (t, b) such that b and b+ 
are commensurable. Choose g E G with Ad(g) t = lj and Ad(g) b = b + . 
Replacing a by Ad(g) 0 a 0 Ad( g-l), we may assume that (b, b + ) is 
a-stable. By 4.29, we have a canonical decomposition a = Ad(x) 0 it where 
ri is a semisimple diagram automorphism of g with respect to (b, b + ) and 
XE&. There exists 7~ Aut(A) such that 71 g’ and rl 1 g’ are Ad(B)- 
conjugate. Replacing a by an Ad(&conjugate, we may assume that 
r1 1 g’=r 1 g’. By 4.2l(ii), r1 and r are AutF(g; g’)-conjugate. Note that 
Autr(g; g’) centralizes Ad(R). Now the assertion is immediate. 

4.32. Let rig Aut(A), xic & (i= 1,2). Now we discuss the condition 
when Ad(x and Ad(x are conjugate to each other in AutF(g). 
From 4.23, 

Aut&g) = Out(A) K (Autr(g; g’) x Ad(ffK G)). (1) 

Hence ri and rZ are conjugate in Out(A). 
Suppose that r1 = rZ = r and y E AutJg; g’) x Ad(fi~ G) such that 

y(Ad(xI)oT) y-l = Ad(xz (2) 

Set a = Ad(+) From (2), (y(b), y(b+ )) is a a-stable standard pair. 
From 4.10 and 4.13(i), there exists g E G” such that gy(b) = h. Replacing y 
by gy, we may assume that 

Choose w E W such that y(b + ) = w(b + ). Since b + and w(b + ) are r-stable, 
so w E IV and by 4.25(i), w has a preimage n E w. Set yI = Ad(n - ’ ) y. 
Then (b, b+ ) is a yi-stable standard pair. It follows that 
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JJ, ~Auf~(g; g’) x Ad(B). From (2) and HEN*, ~~rry;‘ih =7ll~ and by 
4.27, JJ~ E AurF(g; g’)7 x Ad(R). Hence we may assume that 

YE Ad(NT) AutJg; g’)? Ad(R). (3) 

Now we are ready to present our main result on classification of semi- 
simple automorphisms of g of the tirst kind. 

THEOREM, (i)For r~Anr(A), let W’= {WE W~TW=WT on h]. Y’/zen W7 
coincides with the image of NT in W. 

(ii) Let {r,, . . . . 7[) be a complete ser of representatives of the con- 
jugacy classes in Out(A) containing automorphisms of g of the first kind. For 
TV, set C(ri, R) = {ri(t) f-’ 1 t E II> and Si = Z?/C(T~, L?). Then every semi- 
simple automorphism of g of the first kind is AutE(g)-conjugate to an element 
of the form Ad(x) 0 ri with x E p;; moreover Ad(x)0 Ti and Ad( Tj with 
x E i?, y E i% are conjugate to each other tf and only tf i = j and x, y have 
the same image in the orbit space Si/Out(A)T1 K W’l. 

Proof (i) This is immediate from 4.25(i). 
(ii) Note that Autr(g; g’) centralizes Ad(R). From the above 

discussion, Ad(x)ori and Ad(y)oTj are conjugate if and only if i=j and 
they are Out(A )‘I Ad(N’l@-conjugate. Since Ad 1 fi is injective, our desired 
conclusion follows. 

In the following, we discuss semisimple automorphisms of g of the 
second kind. First we need some definitions. 

4.33. Let Xc ZZ, n = Ad(g) nX (resp. Ad(g) n; ) with gc G and nt a sub- 
algebra of n. We call m a Levi-subalgebra of p if m is Ad(NG(p))-conjugate 
to 4gNb+ @Eez,x ga) where AX=AnZX. 

For o E Autr(g), a subalgebra a of g is called a o-split toral subalgebra 
of g if c 1 a = - 1 and a is adg,-diagonalizable. A parabolic subalgebra p of 
g is called o-split if p n o(n) is a Levi-subalgebra of p and g(p). 

4.34. LEMMA. Let m be a finite dimensional semisimple Lie algebra over 
F and o a semisimple automorphism of m. If there exists a nontrivial o-spiit 
toral subalgebra a of m, then there exists a proper u-split parabolic 
subalgebra JJ of m such that p is 02-stable. 

Proof By 4.8, there exists a c-stable Cartan subalgebra t of m con- 
tained in z,,,(a). We may assume that a is algebraic. There exists 0 # x E a 
such that @(x)eZ(ae@(t,m)). Set q= {ae@(t, m)ja(x)>O} and 
p=t+gJ aev ma. Since D(X) = -x, n is a c-split parabolic subalgebra of m 
and is e2-stable. 
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4.35. ~oPosITIoN. Let a be a semisimple automorphism of g of the 
second kind. Then we have the folIowing conditions: 

(i) There exists a o-split finite type parabolic subalgebra q of g such 
that q is 02-stable. 

(ii) Let p be a minimal o-split finite type parabolic subalgebra such 
that p is u2-stable. If i is a a-stabIe Cartan subalgebra of g contained in 
p n u(p), then t?’ is a maximal a-split toral subalgebra of g and 
zg(rc)=pntJ(p). 

ProoJ Set 7 = a2. Then r is a semisimple automorphism of g of the first 
kind. By 4.8, there exists a T-stable Bore1 subalgebra b of g commensurable 
with b+. By 4.5, there exists a cr-stable Cartan subalgebra t of g contained 
in b n c(b). For clarity of description, we may assume that t = 4 and 
b = b+. As in the proof of 4.10, there exists X~lj~ such that (X, ai) = 
l(i= I, . . . . n). Set Y = X - 0X. Clearly we have that 

cTY= -Y. (1) 

Since G is of the second kind, (OX, a ) < 0 for almost all a E A + , and so 

CKa)>O for almost all a E A + . (2) 

Let es= {aeAla(Y)=Oj,@U= {aeAla(Y)>Oj, and t,b=t,hsutjU. By (l), 
we have that 

A+n4-A+J~$u. (3) 

By (2), the algebra q = ij + Cl3 as ti ga is a linite type parabolic subalgebra of 
g. From (l), g$s= tjs, G+~= -tiU, and r$ = $. Hence q is g-split and 
r-stable. Thus (i) follows. 

Now let p and t be as in (ii). We may assume that p = pX, o(p) = pi, Ij 
is c-stable, and b + is T-stable. Set a = IJ -u and I = pX n p; . 

The minimality of p yields that 1 has no proper u-split and T-stable 
parabolic subalgebras. By 4.34, we have that 

c-split toral subalgebras of I are central in I. (4) 

From (4), we have 1 c zg(a). Choose YE VP0 as above. By (3), A + - .ZX 
lies in tiU and so zg(a)czg( Y) c I. Hence z*(a)= I and by (4), a is a 
maximal c-split toral subalgebra of g contained in the center of 1. This 
implies that a c t and so a c t-u. Now the assertion is obvious. 

4.36. LEMMA. Let G = SL(2, F) (resp. Ad(SL(2, F))), T a maximal torus 
of G, iV= No(T), and o an automorphism of G such that a 1 T = - I. Then 
NC d T. 
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ProoJ We may assume that T is the subgroup of G of diagonal 
matrices. Let x = ( J’1 t). Th en 0 = Int(l) 0 Int(x) with t E T. Choose s E T 
with sz = l. We have that 0 = Int(,s) 0 Int(g) 0 Int(s-I). Clearly sxs-’ E N0 
and sxs-‘# r 

4.37. LEMMA. Let G be a connected semisimple algebraic group defined 
over F, T a maximal torus of G, N = No(T), B a Bore1 subgroup of G con- 
taining T, 7 a diagram automorphism of G with respect to (T, B), and S = Ti 
the identity component of T’, Suppose that A is an automorphism of G such 
that i 1 T= - 1 and pi = 1~. Then we have that (N’ n NT) T= No(S). 

ProojI Let @(S, G) be the set of roots of S in G and l7 the set of simple 
roots of T in B. Consider the disjoint union l7= Z71 u . . . u n, of T-orbit?. 
For each i, choose q E 17i and set pi = ai1 S. Then by [5,9.8], @(S, G) is 
a root system with Weyl group No(S)/T and {PI, . . . . fil} is a basis of 
@(S, G). Let Gi be the group generated by the Ug(a~ @(T, G) n ZZ7i), 
Ti=(TnGj)‘, Si=(c)‘, and Mi = (GT)‘. Then Mi is a connected semi- 
simple group of rank 1, Mi is A-stable and J 1 Si = - 1. By 4.36, there exists 
niE NMi(Si) such that niE Mf and ni$ Si. Note that S= ZJMi) Si and so 
niE NG(S). As in [5, 8.71, the image of ni in No(S)/T is the reflection rbi. 
Clearly by our choice, ni E N’ n w(i= 1, . . . . !) and the assertion follows. 

4.38. LEMMA. L,et XC I7 be a finite type subset and Aut(A; X) = 
{z E Aut(A)j xX= X}. Th en we have the following conditions: 

(i) Given T E Aut(A; X), there exists nXE w n NW n GX such that its 
image in WX is the longest element. 

(ii) Set < = TU Ad(nX). The parabolic subalgebra pX is t-split, 
c2-stable, and < is of $nite order. 

(iii) There are only finitely many such t. 
(iv) l$, H, and fi are t-stable. 

ProoJ Since em = c0q (i) is immediate from 4.37. Note that 
Hm = (Z/2Z)“. 11 follows that ni = 1 and there are only finitely many such 
choices of nX. This implies (iii) and that < is of finite order. The conditions 
on pX and (iv) are obvious due to our construction of <. 

4.39. The automorphisms t of g constructed in 4.38 are called special 
semisimpIe automorphisms of g of the second kind. 

E~OPOS~~ION. Let o be a semisimpje automorphism of g of the second 
kind. Then a is AutF(g; g’) x (Ad(R) K Ad(G))-conjugate to an element of 
the form Ad(s) 0 t where t is a special semisimple automorphism of g of the 
second kind and s E R<. 
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Proof. Replacing u by an M(G)-conjugate, by 4.35, we may assume 
that there exists a linite type Xc Z? such that the following conditions hold: 

4PxJ = P; 9 nX is oz-stable, and (h, pX n b + ) is g-stable. (11 

Choose uX E N n GX such that its image in WX is the longest element. 
Then (h, b+ ) is mM(nX) c-‘-stable. There exists r e&$4; X) such that 
mo Ad(nx) u-l acts trivially on A. By 4.37, we may assume that nX~ N’ n 
W’n GX. Set < =UO M(nX). Choose s~fi such that M(s)Q~ 1 g’= g/ g’. 
Replacing o by an M(R)-conjugate, we may assume by 4.28 that s E fit. 
Thus Ad(s)o t is semisimple. From 4.21, o is AatF(g; g’)-conjugate to 
Ad(s) 0 {. 

5. INVOLUTIONS OF KAC-MOODY ALGEBRAS 

In this section, F is an algebraically closed held of characteristic zero. 

5.1. An invoh&ion 0 of g is an automorphism of g over F of order two. 
Given an involution (9 of g, it induces an involution, denoted also by 0, of 
G. We write g0 (resp. Ge) for the fixed point subalgebra of g (resp. 
subgroup of G ). 

LEMMA. Let tll and O2 be involutions of g. If gel = gez, then 19, and t12 are 
Autp(g; g’)-conjugate. 

Prooj We may assume that A is indecomposable. Consider the non- 
degenerate bilinear symmetric form ( .I . ) on g’/c. It is Oi- and OJnvariant. 
This implies that d1 and & have the same eigenspaces in g’/c. Hence O1 & 
induces the trivial automorphism on g’/c. In particular, h’ is Or f&-stable 
and by 1.31, so is h. Hence ga is Oi &-stable for every a E A. As a con- 
sequence O1 t& is trivial on g’. We have that & = x0 O1 with x E AutF(g; g’). 
Now the assertion follows readily from 4.2l(ii). 

5.2. LEMMA. Let f3 be an involution of g and x E G. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent; 

(i) xO(x)-1 EZ(G). 
(ii) xe(x)-lEZG(ge). 
(iii) x E NG(g’). 

ProojI (i) * (ii). This is obvious. 
(ii) + (iii). Set z =x0(x)-‘. For v e g’, O(Ad(x-‘) v) = Ad(x-‘) Ad(z) v 

= Ad(x-‘) v. Hence xe NG(ge). 
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(iii) =P (i). Consider the involution r = Ad(x-i) 0 0 0 Ad(x). Then 
g’=Ad(x-‘) ge= ge. By 4.15, th ere exists a O- and udg-invariant non- 
degenerate bilinear symmetric form ( .I . ) on g. The form is also r-invariant. 
Hence (3 and T have the same eigenspaces in g. This implies that 0 = r. Now 
condition (i) is obvious. 

5.3. LEMMA. For XE G, Ad(x)0 0 is an involution if and only $ 
x0(x) E Z(G). 

Proof Note that (Ad(x)o = Ad(xO(x)). Thus the assertion is 
obvious. 

The following results are immediate from our study of semisimple 
automorphisms of g of the lirst kind. 

5.4. F'ROPOSITION. Let tI be an involution of g of the first kind. Then we 
have the following conditions: 

(i) There exists a O-stable standard pair (t, b). 
(ii) A &stable Cartan subalgebra t of g is contained in a O-stable 

Bore1 subalgebra of g $ and only if ie is a maximal ad9,-diagonalizable 
subalgebra of ge. 

(iii) Let t be as in (ii). Then t = z~(?). 

(iv) Maximal adg,-diagonalizable subalgebras of g’ are Ad(G’)- 
conjugate. 

5.5. Fk0posr~10~. Let 0 be an involution of g of the first kind and X 
denote the set of Ad(Ge)-conjugate classes of q-stable Borei subalgebras of 
g commensurable with b+ (resp. b- ). Assume that (9, b+ ) is O-stable, 
W’={we W[Ow=wO} and Wi is the image of Ne in W. Then 
xc% q\ we. 

Proof Let b be a O-stable Bore1 subalgebra of g commensurable with 
b+ . By 4.8(ii), there exists a &stable Cartan subalgebra t contained in b. 
By (iii) and (iv) of 5.4, there exists gE Ge such that Ad(g)(b) contains b. 
It follows that b is Ad(Ge)-conjugate to w(b+) with WE IV’. For 
wi, WOE We, from 4.11, wI(b+ ) and w*(b+) are Ad(Ge)-conjugate if and 
only if there exists n E Ne such that Ad(n)(wI(b+ )) = wz(b + ). Now the 
assertion follows. 

5.6. LEMMA. Let 0 be an involution of g, t a &stable Cartan subalgebra 
of g, b a Bore1 subalgebra of g containing t, and let ge G be such that 
go(g) E Z(G). The following two conditions are equivalent: 
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(i) For 7 = Ad(g) 0 0, there exists a T-stable Cartan subalgebra 
contained in b. 

(ii) Let B= NG(b), LJ= [B, B], and N= No(t). There exists xg lJ 
such that xgO(x))l lies in N. 

Proof For any y E G, we have 

A4.MbF1W = Ad(y) ~-W~~-l UJ. (1) 

(i) S. (ii). Choose XE U such that Ad(x-l)(t) is r-stable. Then by (l), 
xgO(x)- 1 lies in N. 

(ii) Z. (i). From (l), Ad(x-l)(t) is a r-stable Cartan subalgebra of g 
contained in b. 

5.7. LEMMA. Let 0 be an involution of g of the second kind. Then every 
Bore1 subalgebra b of g commensurable with b + (resp. b - ) contains a 
e-stable Cartan subalgebra of g. 

Proof Consider the algebra b n O(b). It is a finite dimensional O-stable 
solvable Lie algebra. Note that Cartan subalgebras of b n O(b) are Cartan 
subalgebras of g. Now our assertion is immediate from 4.5. 

5.8. COROLLARY. Let 0 be an involution of g and Q = {g&g))’ 1 g E G}. 
The following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) Every Bore1 subalgebra of g contains a e-stable Cartan subalgebra 
Of% 

(ii) Assume that A is indecomposable. Every Bore1 subalgebra of g 
commensurable to b+ contains a O-stable Cartan subalgebra of g. 

(iii) Let b be a Bore1 subalgebra of g containing a O-stable Cartan 
subalgebra t of g. For every g E Q, there exists u E U such that ugtI(u))’ lies 
in N. 

Proof (i) S. (ii). This is obvious. 
(ii) S. (i). By 5.7, we may assume that 0 is of the lirst kind. Without loss 

of generality, by 4.31, we may assume that (lj, b + ) is O-stable and 0 has a 
canonical decomposition 

O=Ad(t)oz, 

where T e Aut(A) and t E p. Since Q* = 1, we have t* = 1. For any 
s E fi, coAd(s) up1 = Ad(ss’ ) and so OJ commutes with Ad(t). Note that OJ 
centralizes Aut(A). Hence CO commutes with 0. Now let b be a Bore1 
subalgebra of g commensurable with b- . Then m(b) is a Bore1 subalgebra 
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of g commensurable with b+ and by assumption, there exists a e-stable 
Cartan subalgebra t of g contained in m(b). Since c.AI = I%, m(r) is a 
&stable Cartan subalgebra of g contained in b. 

(i) -=. (iii). For x E G, set r = M(x~(x))‘) 0 19. Then we have that 

e(~d(x-l)y)=~d(~~i)(~(y)) CY~d* (1) 

From (1) and 5.6, the following conditions are equivalent: 

(a) M(x-‘)b contains a &stable Cartan subalgebra of g. 
(b) b contains a r-stable Cartan subalgebra of g. 
(c) There exists UE U such that u(xe(x-‘)) @u-l) lies in N. 

Now the assertion (i) G (iii) is immediate. 

5.9. COROLLARY. Let t3 be an involution of g of the first kind and (t, b) 
a O-stable standard pair. Let B= NG(b), U= [B, B], N= NG(t), and VE U 
such that O(v) = v-l. Then there exists u E U satisfying v = uO(u))l. 

Proof Set r =,4d(v)o 0. By 5.3, r is an involution of g. Clearly b is 
r-stable. By 4.8(ii), b contains a r-stable Cartan subalgebra of g. From 5.6, 
there exists u E U such that U-‘&(U) EN. However, Nn U= { 11 and so 
u = ue(u) -1. 

5.10. COROLLARY. Let (3 be an involution of g of the second kind, t a 
&stable Cartan subalgebra of g, and b a Bore1 subalgebra of g containing t 
commensurable with b + (resp. b - ). For every g E G with gt3( g) E Z(G), there 
exists XE U such that xgO(x)-’ lies in N. 

Proof Set r = Ad(g) 0 0. Then r is an involution of g of the second kind. 
Now our assertion is immediate from 5.6 and 5.7. 

Remark. The results of 5.10 were lirst obtained by Springer [25] for 
reductive algebraic groups and &stable standard pairs (T, B) using Bruhat 
decomposition. In the following, we present an example that 5.10 is not 
true in general for involutions of the first kind. 

5.11. EXAMPLE. Let ,4=(T2 ;* ) and n= {ai, a2j. Then G is a central 
extension by Fx of SL(2, F[z, z-l]) and U+ is isomorphic to the free 
product of the two groups (A Fy1) and ( zFfz, y). Order al and a2 so that 
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Consider the involution r EAu$~) with rai = a2 and Taz =al. On 
SL(2, F[z, z-l I), the action of r is given by 

Then we have the following conditions: 

(2) The group V= U+ n ra, U+ rE, n rnz U+ rez is a normal subgroup 
d u+, u+ = U=, Urn2 V and U + / V is abelian. 

(3) G*=W. 

(4) at 24= (A iNi Xi ? )( Jz y). The equation ~=xr(x))’ has no 
solution for x E r@, U+ rm,. 

Condition (2) is immediate from 1.7(2) and 1.11. From 4.25, W = W and 
by 4.9(i), G’= H’U: = H’UY and so GT = H’. Set 

y=(A i)(i Y)* 

By (1), u = yr(y)-’ and by (3), the set of the x satisfying u = xr(x))l 
coincides with yW. Note that (A i) E Urn, and (i 7) E Uez. Thus (4) follows. 

The image of N in SL(2, F[z, z-l]) consists of the elements 

One checks readily the following 
(5) The equation WZ~(U)-’ E U+ has no nontrivial solutions for 

VE U+ and noN. 

From (4) and (5), the equation x~r(x) -’ E N has no solution for 
x E b, 5 b,. 

Now set b = ral (b + ). Then 5.10 is not true for r and (lj, b). By the proof 
of (i) - (iii) in 5.8, the Bore1 subalgebra M(y-l) r=, (b + ) of g contains no 
r-stable Cartan subalgebra of g. 

Note that V is r-stable, UE V, and r(u) =u-‘. Clearly from (4), the 
equation xr(x))’ = u has no solutions in V. 

5.12. Let 0 be an involution of g, t a &stable Cartan subalgebra of g, 
and b a Bore1 subalgebra of g containing t. Assume that every Bore1 sub- 
algebra of g commensurable with b contains a &stable Cartan subalgebra 
of g. Set 

B= Ndbl, CJ= LB, Bl, T= &VI, N= NG(t). 

In the following, we discuss the double coset decomposition G’?\G/B of G. 
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Let T: G + G denote the map given by 

T(X) =x-%(x) (xEG). 

Set r-‘N= {gsGi gPlO(g)E Then the group G’x Tacts on T-‘N by 

(x,y)z=xzy-‘((x,y)~G~x T,zET-‘N). 

PROPOSITION. Let V be a set of representatives of G’ x T-orbits in T-‘N. 
Then G is a disjoint union of the double cosets GevB(v~ V). 

ProojI From the proof of (i) e (iii) in 5.8, we have that G = (TV’N) U. 
Hence it remains to show that the cosets G%B(vE V) are disjoint. Let 
kTlP&!2ET -‘N such that g2 E G’gl B. Write g2 = xgl y with x E Ge and y E B. 
Note that B = TU. Write y = zu with z E T and u E U. Then 

By 1.14, the N-component is unique and so 

Hence g2 E G’gl T and our assertion follows. 

Remark. The above description of Ge\G/B is due to Springer [25] 
for reductive algebraic groups. In the following, we present a different 
characterization which is due to Rossmann [23] and Matsuki [ 191 both in 
the linite type case. 

5.13. LEMMA. Let 0 be an involution of g, b a Bore1 subalgebra of g, ad 

let tl, t2 be O-stable Cartan subalgebras of g contained in b. Then tl and t2 
are Ad( G’ n U)-conjugate. 

Proof Choose XE U such that t2 = Ad(x) tl. Since tl and t2 are 
e-stable, so x-%)(x) EN= N&tl). However, by 1.14, the N-component in 
the decomposition U\G/O( U) is unique. This implies that x E Ge n U. 

5.14. Let 0, t, and b be as in 5.12. Let A denote the set of O-stable Cartan 
subalgebras of g. Then Ge acts on A on the left by 

xaa=Ad(x)a (xEG’, aeA). 

Consider the map 

x: Ge\G/B -+ Ge\A 
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sending GegB to the M(Ge)-conjugacy class [a] where a is a &stable 
Cartan subalgebra of g contained in M(g) b. By 5.13, the map YZ is well 
delined. For a O-stable Cartan subalgebra a of g, choose gE G with 
a = M(g) t. Note that the Bore1 subalgebras of g which contain a and are 
commensurable with b are NG(a)-conjugate. Thus the fiber rr-‘([a]) is 
given by 

ndl( [a]) = Ge\GONG(a) gB/B. (11 

Let n, n1 E N&a) such that ni g E G*ngB. Write 

n l g = xngtu, 

with x E Ge, t E T, and u E U. Then M(ng) t and M(rrgtu) t are O-stable 
Cartan subalgebras of g contained in M(ng) b. By 5.13, there exists u E U 
such that 

ngu(ng)-1 E Ge, Ad(ngu) t = Ad(ngtz4) t. (2) 

From (2), &-‘t-‘ueNG(t)n U= {l}, so &J?-~=u and as a consequence 

n1= xngtzlg-l = mzgu(ng)vl n(grg-I) E G%&(a). (3) 

NOW set lVG(a) = NG(a)/ZG(a), K= G*, and lVK(a) = NK(a) ZK(a). From 
(3), we have that 

This gives the following description of the double coset decomposition 
Ge\G/B of G. 

PROPOSITION. L.et {ai1 ie I} be a set of representatiues of the Ad(G’)- 
conjugate classes of &stable Cartan subalgebras of g. Then 

G’\G/B !x u Woe(ai)\ Wo(ai). 
ie1 

5.15. Let 6’ be an involution of g. A toral subalgebra a of g is &split if 
0 1 a = - 1. A parabolic subalgebra p of g is O-spZif if p n O(p) is a Levi- 
subalgebra of p and O(p). 

In the following, 0 is an involution of g of the second kind. Let t be a 
O-stable Cartan subalgebra of g and b a Bore1 subalgebra of g containing 
t. Let A (resp. A + ) denote the set of roots of t in g (resp. b) and I7 the set 
of simple roots of t in b. 
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The pair (t, b) is called a q.& puir if there exists a subset X of l7 
satisfying the following conditions: 

(i) d+nd(A+)=A$ where As =A+ n.ZX 

(ii) Olga=1 for all aEA$. 

5.16. LEMMA. Let (t, b) be a split pair, Xc l7 as in the definition, and gx 
the subalgebra of g generated by gka(a E X). Then we have the following: 

(i) g* is a finite dimensional semisimple Lie algebra and 6 1 gx = 1. 
(ii) The algebra px = b + gx is a minimal e-split parabolic subalgebra 

of9 
(iii) Set a = tme. Then a is a maximal O-split toral subalgebra of g and 

Q4 = hn fl~~d = t + h. 

Prooj Since 0 is of the second kind, the set As = A+ n O(A+) is finite 
and so gx is a finite dimensional semisimple Lie algebra. By 4.17, 
tJ[g-== l(aEX) and so Oigx= 1. 

Note that px is &split, t + gx is a Levi-subalgebra of px, and t + gx 
contains no proper &split parabolic subalgebras. Hence condition (ii) is 
obvious. Assertion (iii) follows from (ii) and 4,35(ii). 

5.17. PROPOSITION. Let t be a O-stable Cartan subalgebra of g, b a Bore1 
subalgebra of g containing t commensurable with b + (resp., b - ), 
$ = A + n tI(A ’ ), and t = A + n tI( -A ’ ). Then the following conditions are 
equivalent : 

(i) (t, b) is a split pair. 

(ii) 13 1 gE = 1 for every a E tj. 
(iii) 0\g==l for every aEl7ni). 

(iv) b+ge=g. 
(v) tee is a maximal O-split toral subalgebra of g and b n 0(b) has the 

least dimension among Bore1 subalgebras of g containing t commensurable 
with b + (resp. b - ). 

Proof. (i) * (ii) 3 (iii) are obvious. 
(iii) * (i). Observe that < and $ satisfy the following closedness condi- 

tion: 
If a, fi E < (resp. $) and a + b E A, then a + p G [ (resp. $). (1) 

Let X=I7n$ and As= A+ n 22X. Identify the space Zfl/ZX with 
@ ,,, EnP x Za. Clearly 19 induces an automorphism Q of ZI7/ZX. If 
a E fl- X, then a E < and so aa has nonpositive coefficients with respect 
to the basis 27-X. It follows that if aeA+ and a#As, then 8aE -A+. 
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Hence +c A$ and from (1) we have the opposite inclusion relation. This 
yields that @ = A$. By 4.17, 0 1 gka = 1 (a E X) and as a consequence 0 1 gP = 
l(fi E A n ZX). Thus (i) follows. 

(i)* (iv). Clearly we have that pX+ O(pX)cpX+g? Note that 
0 1 gX = 1 and so pX + ge = b + ge. Since pXis e-split, pX + f3(pX) = g. Now 
we have the desired condition g = b + 9’. 

(iv) * (ii). Let q denote the subspace of g given by q = t @ @a+ + ga. 
Clearly q is &stable and contains b. By (iv), 0 acts trivially on g/q. 
However, CBas + s, E g/q with operator 0 and so gz c ge for all a E -I,+. 
By 4.17, (ii) follows. 

(i) =E. (v). By 5.16(iii), t-e is a maximal &split toral subalgebra of g and 
by 5.16(i), gXc ge. Let p be any Bore1 subalgebra of g containing t. Then 
p n 0(p) contains t + (p n gX). Now both t + (b n gX) and t + (p n gx) are 
Bore1 subalgebras of t + gX; in particular they have the same dimension. 
Thus the minimality condition on dim(b n 0(b)) follows. 

(v) * (ii). We establish the assertion in several steps. 

Step 1. Choose YE t such that IX(Y) > 0 for every a E l7. Set 
Z= Y-O(Y), qjs= {csA~ct(Z)=O}, ~~={~~Al~(Z)>O},~=~~u~~, 
and p=t@@ =~ d gm. Clearly we have that 

~~A0 A=dv -4, and 4 is a closed subset of A. 0) 

From (2), the algebra p is a &split finite type parabolic subalgebra of g 
containing t. 

Step 2. Set rn=t@ @aE4z g#. Let b1 be a Bore1 subalgebra of m 
containing t. Then q = b1 @ @ aE4U g= is a Bore1 subalgebra of g containing 
t. Clearly q n e(q) .Z b1 and t ~4”. By the minimality condition on 
dim(bne(b)), we have that 

t=hd, and m contains no proper &split parabolic subalgebras 
containing t. (3) 

Step 3. By 4.34, tee is central in m. If 01 [m, m] # 1, by a result of 
Vust [27], there exists nontrivial e-split toral subalgebra of [m, m]. 
However, tee is a maximal &split toral subalgebra of g. Hence we must 
have that [m, m] cge. Since t=bU, so $ ~4~ and as a consequence 
gm c ge for every a E *. 

5.18. COROLLARY. L..et tI be an involution of g of the second kind, t a 
O-stable Cartan subalgebra of g, and b a Bore1 subalgebra of g containing t 
Assume that b n 9(b) has the least dimension among all BoreI subalgebras of 
g. Then (t, b) is a split pair. 
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Prooj Let $=A+nO(A+) and X=ZIn+. Suppose that VEX and 
t!9a #a. One checks readily that rE(A+) n O(ra(d+)) = @ - {a, f3a}. Then we 
have that dim(r=(b) n f3(rX(b))) -C dim(b n 0(b)) which is a contradiction. 
Hence (31 X= 1. As in (iii) =E= (i) of 5.17, we derive also the condition 
$ = A + n ZX. Let gX be the subalgebra of g generated by g += (a E X). Then 
gX is a finite dimensional semisimple Lie algebra. The minimality condition 
implies that t + gX contains no proper &split parabolic subalgebras. By a 
result of Vust [27], gXc ge. By 517(ii), (t, b) is a split pair. 

5.19. COROLLARY. Let 0 be an involution of g of the second kind. There 
exists a split pair (t, b) for 0. 

In the following, we discuss the conjugacy theorem for split pairs. In the 
linite case, the result is due to Vust [27] which is a simple consequence of 
517(iv). For the general case, we need a proper topology on G to establish 
the result. We recall some of the basic results on regular functions on G by 
Kac and Peterson [13]. 

5.20. For every a G Are, we lix a nonzero element ea E ga and coordinative 
Ua by putting xa(t) =exp(te*)(t EF). Given /J= (bl, . . . . fik)e (Are)‘, set 
x,+Fk+G by 

xj3tt1, .*., tk)=x~,(t~)“‘x~~(tk), 

and denote the image of xfl by Ufl. 
A function f: G + F is called weakly regular if f 0 x~: Fk + F is a polyno- 

mial function for all BE (Are)k and k E Z + . Denote by FIGIW,,,. the algebra 
of all weakly regular functions. Let I’ be a g’-module. Given u* E I’* and 
ZIG ~fim the matrix coellicient fuw,” (g) = (gu, v* )(g E G) is a weakly regular 
function of G. 

A weakly regular function f of G is called strongZy regular if there exist 
large subgroups Uk of Cl* such that f (up ga + ) = f (g) for all g E G and 
u*cG* For AEP+, the matrix coefficients f”.,” with UE L(A) and 
u* E L*(A) are strongly regular functions of G. We denote by F[G] 
the algebra of all strongly regular functions on G. Then F[G] is a 
G x G-module under rr where 

5.21. See [13, Theorem 11. The linear map 4: eAEp+ L*(A)@L(A) + 
F[G], detined by d(v*v) =fu+,“, is an isomorphism of G x G-modules. 

5.22. If G is of finite type, then F[G] = F[G]W.r. is the ordinary ring of 
regular functions of the algebraic group G. 
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5.23. For any subgroup A4 of G, we denote by F[M] the restriction of 
F[G] to A4. 

For XC Z7, gx (resp. Gx) is the subalgebra (resp. subgroup) generated 
by g*#, (resp. U+a,) with aiE X, and b>= b n gx. Observe that by [lo, 
10.41, the cyclic g+ubmodule generated by u: (resp. u;) coincides with 
,C(,4 1 hk) (resp, ,C*(A 1 bk)). By 5.21, the algebra F[Gx]s,r. coincides with 
F[Gx] defined by restriction. 

5.24. For AEP+, writeeA forfDi,“; and set S={O,,~AEP+}CF[G]. 
By [ 13, Lemma 4.41, the map 4: UP x I!Zx U+ + G, defined by multiplica- 
tion induces an isomorphism d* : S-‘F[G] 2 F[ UP ] @ F[H] @I F[ U+ 1. 

5.25. Let we W,UI = U+ nwU- w-land U2= U+ n wU+w-? By [13, 
Lemma 4.51, the product map t,6: U, x Uz -+ if+ induces an isomorphism 
@* : F[ U+ ] % F[ U, ] @I F[ U2 1. Similar assertion holds for U- . 

5.26. Let XC I7 be a finite type subset. Then Gx is a finite dimensional 
semisimple algebraic group. Let w E Wx be the longest element. Set 

w= u+ nwu+ w- Ux=U+nwKwpl, 
U~x=U~nwU~w~', Upx=KnwU+w-'. 

Then from 5.24 and 5.25, the product map 

induces an isomorphism 

~*:S-lF~Gl~FIU-x]@FIU~x]@FIH]@F[ux]@-jFIUx]. 

HGx is an algebraic subgroup of G and F[HGx] coincides with the 
algebra of regular functions of the algebraic group HGx; moreover the 
product map 

induces anisomorphism +*: SelFIHGx]~FIUpx]@FIH]@FIUx]. 

5.27. We introduce the Zariski topology (resp. w-Zarsiski topology) on 
G defined by the strongly regular funcons (resp. weakly regular functions), 
i.e., a closed set is the set of zeros of an ideal of F[G] (resp. F[G],,,,,). 
Note that F[G]cF[G]~,~,. Hence a Zariski-closed (resp. Zariski-open) 
subset of G is w-Zariski-closed (resp. w-Zariski-open) in G. 
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5.28. LEMMA. (i) Zf Y is Zariski-open in HGx, then UxYUx is Zariski- 
open in G, 

(ii) Zj” Y is Zariski-closed in HGx, then UxYUx is Zariski-closed in 
UxHGxUx. 

Prooj Choose A E P+ + . Then U HU+ coincides with the set 
{~Wk&W)~ and so U- HU+ is Zariski-open in G. If Y is Zariski- 
open in UxHUx, by 5.26, UxYUx is Zariski-open in U-HU+ and so 
in G. Let Y be a Zariski-open subset of HGx. There exist xi, . . . . X~ E HGx 
and Zariski-open subsets Y, , . . . . Ym of UexHUx such that Y= lJ7-i Yixj. 
By 1.8(i), HGx normalizes Ux and so 

u-xYux= (j u-~Yiu~xi. (11 
i= I 

Note that F[G] is a G x G-module under x (5.20( 1)). It follows that right 
translations of G are homeomorphisms with respect to the Zariski topology 
of G. From (l), UxYUx is a linite union of Zariski-open subsets of G. 
Hence (i) follows; (ii) is obvious from (i). 

5.29. LEMMA. G is irreducible with respect to w-Zariski topology, 

Proox Set V= U%, x U& x ... x UEa x Upan. Suppose that G= Xu Y 
where X and Y are w-Zariski-closed subsets of G. Let V(‘) = V x .. . x V 
(1 copies) and ml: V(‘) + G the map delined by multiplication. V(‘) is 
endowed with the Zariski-topology in the obvious manner. From the 
delinition of weakly regular functions, rn[ is continuous. Since V(‘) is 
irreducible, V(‘) c nr[-’ (X) or V”) c rn[- i ( Y). Assume that G # X. Note that 
V generates G. Then KV~( V(t)) d X for some 1. It follows that mj( V(j)) c Y 
for all j 2 1. Hence G = Y, 

5.30. LEMMA. Let G be a reductive algebraic group, 9 an involution of G, 
and Q’= {go GjO(g)=g-‘}. Let the (left) twisted action of G be given by 
x * y = xytI(x)- ’ (x, y E G). Then Q’ is a jinite union of closed G*-orbits. 

ProojI Let Go denote the identify component of G and G = ui= i GOxi. 
Assume that Q’ n Gxi # 4. We may assume that xj E Q’. Set ri = Int(xi) 0 0. 
For XEG’, xxie Q’ if and only if 7Jx)=xp1. Observe that 

Hence we may assume that G is connected. Then the assertion is a result 
of Richardson [21, Sect. 91. 
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5.31. THEOREM. Let (t, b) be a split pair for an involution 13 of g of the 
second kind. Then the set BG’ is w-Zariski-open in G. 

Proof Without loss of generality, we may assume that t = Ij and 
b=b+. Let XcZ7such that 

A+nlI(A+)=A+nZX. 

Set Q = {x(+-1 1 xeGj and Q~={g~~GXjO(g)=g-‘j. By 5.16, we 
have 

lliGx= 1, (11 
l9( UX) = U-Y (21 

Set MX= HGX. Consider the PXe-orbits in Q n UxMXUx. Note that 
UxMx.UWxn N = Mxn N. From 5.10, we have 

(3) Every Px. orbit in Q n UxMxUx meets Q>. From (2) and (3), 
the following follows: 

(4) Every Px*-orbit in Qn UxMxUx is of the form Qn UxYUx 
where Y is an Mx.-orbit in Qi. 

From (4), 5.28, and 5.30, there are fmitely many Px.-orbits in 
Qn UxMxUx and every such orbit is closed, hence also open, in 
Q n UxMxUx. By 5.28, UxMxUx is open in G. It follows that every 
Px.-orbit in Q n UxMKUx is open in Q. Note that the map r, defined by 
r(x)=~@x))‘, is continuous and Q =7(G). Then the set PxGe, being the 
inverse image of an open P x.-orbit in Q, is w-Zariski open in G. However, 
by (1), B+ G0 = PxGe and the desired assertion follows. 

5.32. COROLLARY. Let 0 be an involution of g of the second kind. Assume 
that (t, b) and (t I, b I ) be split pairs for t3 such that b and b r are commen- 
surable. Then there exists g E G’ such that Ad(g) t = tI and Ad(g) b = br. 

Proof Choose xe G with bi = Ad(x) b. By 5.31, BGe and (xBx-‘) Ge 
are w-Zariski-open in G. By 5.29, G is irreducible and so BG* = Bx-‘G*, 
both being open double cosets. Hence we may write x = gy with g E G0 and 
y E B. Then br = Ad(g) b and by 5.13, we may choose gc G0 satisfying 
t, = Ad(g) t. 

5.33. COROLLARY. Maximal O-split toral subalgebras of g for an involu- 
tion 0 of the second kind are Ad(G’)-conjugate. 

Proof Let a be a maximal &split toral subalgebra of g. Choose a Bore1 
subalgebra n of g containing a commensurable with b + . Then there exists 
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a O-stable Cartan subalgebra t of g such that act and t c p n O(p). By 
5.17(v), there exists a split pair (t, b). Now our assertion is immediate from 
5.32. 

Remark. From 5.19 and 5.32, a satisfactory classification of involutions 
of the second kind, in terms of the Dynkin diagram, is possible. A detailed 
discussion w$l be presented in a separate paper. 
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